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ABSTRACT
Memorials operate rhetorically, architecturally, and spatially as a written mode of
remembrance. The rhetorical potential of memory texts has been discussed in rhetorical theory
and includes the idea that the monuments and memorials are conveying something to someone for
the purpose of influencing memory and remembrance of a place, person, or event. Still what
makes them public, rhetorical, and architectural is not as clearly defined, so understanding only
what the objects are saying and to whom misses the opportunity to more fully understand the
ways in which they are rhetorical and architectural: rhetorical in their epideictic functions and
kairotic possibilities, and architectural in their communicative, spatial, and emplaced functions. I
theorize that memorials are a aggregation of principles, qualities, and attributes that depend on
each other for meaning. The term use to name this aggregation is Rhetorical Architectural
Memory Text (RAMT). Conceptually complex, RAMTs are part of the discourse of public
remembrance and memory; they contribute to public memory as a specific entity with attributes
that require careful considerations. RAMTs as an aggregate requires a strategy for reading their
qualities, and attributes that account for their component functions. The dual heuristic method
that I designed recognizes and uses the components of the aggregate meaning to interpret how
public memory is conveyed. The first heuristic employs modifications to the five canons of
rhetoric, in the form of a digital Esri Survey 123 ® customized questionnaire which asks for
attributes and characteristics of the aggregate entity of , the RAMT The responses to the
questionnaire uploaded to an Esri/Arc-GIS® digital map which provides the second heuristic that
is an aerial view of the RAMTS across a defined location to interpreting the meaning conveyed
through emplacement. This method has been used successfully in an Advanced Writing Class at
Clemson University.
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INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1 The destruction of the central area of the Old City. The Neumünster Church in the
lower left of the image, and he Würzburg Cathedral ("Dom") is in the center. Library of
Congress. Signal Corps Photo: SC204331. April 11, 1945
During the waning days of the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche
Arbeiterpartei (NSDAP, or Nazi, as they are more commonly known) of World War II,
the citizens of Würzburg, Germany were familiar with air raid sirens. In February of
1945, the city’s beloved Dom Cathedral was bombed, as was the neighboring village of
Schweinfurt, so retreating into cellars was not unfamiliar. From February 2 through
March 3, 1944 Würzburg experienced seven attacks of increasing damage had awakened
Würzburgians to the reality that their city on the Main River would not escape attack,
regardless of what their Führer assured them. Nor would the belief that Churchill, having
visited the City for a time during his university days, would not dream of attacking the
seat of Julius Maximillian University, founded in 1402. What was unfamiliar was the
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intensity of the attack using a combination of explosive ordinance and firebombs. On
March 16, 1945, 100+ tons of ordinance i were dropped on the city by British Allied
forces. In the 19 minutes of bombing, much of the city, and especially Altstadt (Old City)
quarter of the medieval city, known for its Baroque architecture, was reduced to a
skeleton. Approximately 4000 civilians died, either as a result of incineration,
suffocation, or as a result of the immediate aftermath of the attack. In terms of structural
damage, Würzburg sustained more damage than its larger and more well-known cousin,
Dresden. By the time the Allies declared victory, Würzburg joined the ranks of other
well- known cities like Frankfurt, Ulm, Aachen, Cologne, and Nuremburg in being
severely damaged. In the time of an average coffee break, each city was destroyed and
with them, a millennium of Europe’s finest architecture and culture (Hansen, 273).
After such an attack and the legacy of Hitler’s regime, it is tempting to think that
Würzburgians want to forget the city’s destruction. Indeed, I thought so as well. On my
second visit to the city, I commented to my friend, a Würzburgian, on how wellpreserved the city is. He then told me that the city sustained major destruction by
England’s Royal Air Force bombing, and that I should visit the Memory Room at City
Hall (Gedenkraum Rathaus) to find out more information. The room, like other
monuments and memorials eluded me as I looked for them. I expected to find visible and
centrally located monuments and memorials to the destruction and rebuilding. I did not. I
found on my third visit that the locations were distributed throughout the city, and in
sequestered locations not easily found. Indeed, I only found them by being the flaneur
that Walter Benjamin mentions in his writings about memory and the past, wandering
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through the Old City quarter. Some were in corners, behind walls, at the end of an
entrance alley, or at the out edges of the city, near the city’s cemetery. Had the city, like
much of Germany during its post-WWII reconstruction want to forget the damage of to
its major landmarks, ii the Bishop’s Palace (Die Residenz), damage to its historic
hospitals, its score of cathedrals and churches, of damage to its centuries old fortress,
(Die Marienfestung) overlooking the Old City. Based on where the memorials were
located in the Old City section, it seemed as if Würzburg was hiding its past, in a
reconstructed past. That mistaken interpretation was the basis for looking more closely at
how the locations and their memory objects were rhetorical, and how they did weigh in,
tacitly, on remembrance of the city’s destruction and rebuilding.
My misreading of Würzburg’s public remembrance of the 16 March 1945 was a
point of entry into my study, theory and creation of a method for reading monuments and
memorials as objects that inspire or evoke remembrance. Reminded that
misunderstanding is “always significant; isn’t not simply a mistake, or just an absurdity.
It’s something that is motivated by some interest in some understanding.” (Olson,
Derrida, 563). I acknowledged the mistake, grounded in what I was motivated to
understand: simple, easily observable acknowledgement of the city’s destruction and
reconstruction. Perhaps, I wanted to see a more public demonstration of remembrance,
not plaques, sculptures, and rooms that could not easily be located. My motivation in
finding them was to confirm my understanding that the city had reckoned with its
destruction and its past associations with NSDAP and all the terror and horror that was
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entailed in that association. What I found was not either an overtly public reconciliation
or reckoning with the past, nor an elision of the past.
I found that a different method of reading monuments and memorials for their
rhetorical capabilities required a different approach—literally, and figuratively. What I
realized after my third visit to the Würzburg, was that the memory and memorialization
of the 16 March 1945 destruction is rhetorically and spatially arranged in way that
requires a different way of reading, one that thinks about the ways in which monuments
and memorials rhetorically, architecturally and spatially are working to convey
remembrance in public places.
Reading Memory
To read memorials and monuments for their rhetorical, architectural, spatial, and
memorial influence, I have considered which discourses can be brought to bear on
monuments and memorials and use them to inform the reading. To that end, I call into
combination the basic tenets of rhetoric, architecture, collective, and cultural memory
discourses, in an effort not to critique the objects or their location, but to read according
to a dual heuristic that includes the rhetorical, architectural, and textual elements
memorials and monuments in the public realm. Much scholarship about places and
objects of public memory focus on the received meaning of the objects by a person at
ground level encountering and moving around the object. For example, Marback’s 1988
“Closed Fist”, while an excellent anylisi of what the Joe Lewis Monument means, says
little about how it means spatially as an integral part of its meaning. Other scholarship is
rooted in a geographical approach to and location or object, focusing on how the body
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navigates the space, or what meaning the space on a body (Endress and Cook, 2011;
Hess, 2019). Of course, this is useful, but risks reducing the memorial object to a single
instance within other single instances. For example, Carol Blair’s excellent work in
Rhetorical Bodies about monuments in Washington, D.C. discusses the embodied
experience of encountering individual memorials, but does not put them into explicit
spatial conversation with each other. In cases where monuments are put in conversation
with other monuments, it is done so to highlight the uniqueness of the object,
architecturally, artistically, against other objects in the area, but not necessarily over and
extended area. Scholars like Victoria Gallagher look at individual memorial objects, like
the Civil Rights Memorial in Birmingham, Alabama, or the sculpture of boxer Joe Lewis’
fist in Detroit focus on the presence, and rhetorical force of a single object, mentioning
the surroundings and environment as a juxtaposition, and not an influence of contributor
to meaning. Typically, rhetorical scholarship about places and artifacts of memory and
the surrounding environs tend to focus on the unsaid, the undisclosed, or dominant
narrative against which the object does, or does not, counter versions of public memory.
This leaves out a fuller understanding of the ways in which the object is spatially
arranged in the public material discourse about memory, and its modes of remembrance:
how the object’s meaning is more than its location and more than its singular reading.
Further, reading of a monument or memorial, tends to privilege a single
perspective, that of the viewer on the ground. If monuments and memorials are examples
of material rhetoric, then interpretation of their message should include the material
environment in which they are situated and should use multiple physical perspectives as a
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way to account for the spatial arrangement and deeper interpretation of their influence.
The result would be useful for understanding how they contribute to public remembrance
in public locations and a way of thinking about them beyond static single object and as
objects in conversation.
Rhetorical Architectural Memory Texts
This study aims to provide a method of reading monuments and memorials
situated in the everyday public environment, though not always highly visible. The
method considers their rhetorical, architectural, and memory-evoking capacity as public
texts. The Old City section of Würzburg is used as the area of study, to create a boundary
for analysis and interpretation of the six memory objects, in found locations of that
boundary. Public memorials and monuments, as cultural and architectural “memory
texts” (Young, 3) for purpose of this study are considered written modes of
remembrance.
The six objects are located in the public realm, at publicly accessible and
available locations, free of charge, and not associated with private groups, or with
religious affiliation. The public realm is not an ambiguous state, but to be a matter of
location and place. Edward S. Casey explains his chapter “ Public Memory, Place, and
Time” Framing Public Memory, what it means to be part of public memory, including
place and what happens there as contributors to the idea of “public”, when he says “place
is not indifferent . . . it is integral to public memory, which is not merely situated in a
public area, or literal ‘common place’, but enacted there.” (32) The bodies who traverse
and encounter objects are enacting memory with their presence, joining in the “common
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topic [that] bonds the participants” by a memory of a person or event (33-34). Casey also
reminds us that “[p]lace lends itself to remembering and facilitates it, at the very least,
but also embodies memory itself.” (32) Such is the case with the Old City in Würzburg.
Reconstructed to resemble its baroque and “empire” architecture, along with careful
restoration of the major churches in the Old City, the buildings and public areas
themselves act as a memorial within the a “tableau” vivant of the city (M. Christine
Boyer, 346). The monuments and memorials within this environment as context take on a
memorial and historical function, as does the Old City itself, gesturing to the past and to
remembrance.
Memory texts situated within the public realm brings a few elements into
consideration: where in the Old City quarter they are located, how they are located, their
visibility based on that location, as well as the means of approach in and to their location.
Location vis. place only answers where the objects are, which certainly helps for
geospatial referencing and perhaps for wayfinding but does not answer how they are
located and their visibility. Place, as a concept will not adequately describe the rhetoricity
of the monuments or memorial, because of the multi-valent nature of place (Casey, and
Y.B. Tuan), though place is helpful is describing the environment in which the memory
text is situated. For example, is the place urban, rural, old, new, modern, dilapidated, etc.;
those descriptive words can describe the environment, but does not go far enough in
explaining how the memory texts mean. For that the reading must take into consideration
the rhetorical, architectural, and memory-evoking potential and capacity of memory texts,
as well as how they are located. To do this, two terms are used in this study: Rhetorical
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Architectural Memory Texts (RAMT) and emplacement. RAMTs are explained in the
following section, and emplacement as arrangement in space and in a place will follow
after RAMTs.
From Object to Rhetorical Architectural Memory Text
Monuments and memorials are ultimately physical objects that are complex. I
investigate their complexity of meaning and influence, with the aim of providing a
method of reading which considers that complexity, not for complexity’s sake, nor as a
critique without suggested remedy. Acknowledging the complexity of meaning and
influence is to recognize that these seemingly simple objects are communicative in a way
that considers their attributes as a readable text: rhetorical, architectural, and memorial.
This consideration requires a way of reading the text that includes its attributes and uses
the attributes to understand what is being conveyed.
For the memorial or monument as text to be rhetorical, I maintain that it must be
considered a communicative object that seeks response. The definition of what it means
to be rhetorical—of rhetoric—in this study is a mode of language brought to bear on and
in a situation, the product of which is to influence to response as action. 1 iiiThe action is
reading, and thinking as a response which can lead to a further action of remembrance.
For an object to be architectural, it need not be a building, but an edifice: that which is
designed, constructed, and emplaced. The materials used in the construction of the object
work to characterize attributes of a constructed edifice that is intended to be permanent.

This definition combines rhetorical theories of rhetor, audience, text, and situation, as described by
Kenneth Burke, Wayne C. Booth, Lloyd Bitzer, Cofino, and Richard Vatz, which will be elaborated in Ch. 1.
1
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The object’s emplacement considers location, and surroundings as context, as well as the
spatial dimension of the object as it relates to its context and to other similar objects of
memory. For an object to be memorial, it must evoke or invoke remembrance, thus
completing the first three attributes of what I call Rhetorical Architectural Memory Texts
(RAMT).
As texts, RAMTs are designed to be communicative, and thus to be read, making
them legible. I agree with the statement that monuments and memorials are “legible”
(Dickinson, Blair, and Ott, 24), but only insofar as what reading them as legible texts
might entail. Rather than focusing on what they mean, I focus on how they mean. By
insisting that a reading of RAMT requires attention to their rhetorical capacity as
emplaced architectural objects that evoke memory, I give attention to how they mean, as
part of their meaning-making capacity. The method of reading the “legible” texts that I
provide is done with a transdisciplinary method for reading that can be used to
understand the rhetorical and spatial qualities of monuments and memorials using the
rhetorical canon as a heuristic and combining it with examination of emplacement and
the relation of objects to each other yield a fuller understanding of how RAMTs represent memory, as well as to create an opening to interrogate, analyze, and interpret the
message they convey about public remembrance that can be taught in an advanced
writing course.
The RAMTs to the March 16, 1945 Würzburg bombing are rhetorical, based on
my explanations above, namely, their epideictic quality, and their participation in the public
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discourse of remembrance by their kairotic emplacement in the every-day, public
environment.
Epideictic in purpose, designed, built, and placed within the public realm, these
memory texts (RAMTs) are architectural objects that engage and participate in the
discourse about public memory. The six RAMTs are a rhetorical material mode of
memory in the form of writing, and as such, are media that contribute to ongoing
discourse of public memory, and Würzburg’s collective identity and memory. Written
across the Old City of Würzburg, they perform a memorial re-presentation of the event to
which they reference: the city’s destruction.
Memorials, and monuments are unquestionably rhetorical because of their central
epideictic nature (Blair, 16), in evoking praise of past persons of events. Acting as a
rhetor that communicates with the reader in a way that is “different from our usual
models of rhetoric” (16) like spoken or linguistic script, RAMTs “summon the attention”
(16) of the reader through their materiality and position in the public realm. They are
invested with a quality of importance because they are invoking a person or event of
worth for public remembrance. Part of the rhetorical nature of RAMTs is rooted in how
they may mean as a mode of writing that carries a call to remembrance. As a mode of
writing, they work like all modes of writing: communication. As I will explain later, the
communication is a rhetorical act (albeit tacit) that serves the perpetuation of collective
memory, and as an artifact of cultural memory.
Monuments and memorials are inherently multimodal because of the variety of
modes used: writing, visual, tactile (because of their materials), and of course, spatial. It
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is common to view and describe RAMTs as a visual modality describe, analyze, and
critique monuments and memorials. Rooted in Roland Barthes’ work on the rhetoric of
the image (“The Rhetoric of the Image”, in Image Music, Text, 1964) and Gunther Cress
and Theo Van Leeuwen’s work on visual grammar (2006 Reading Images: The Grammar
of Visual Grammar), these ways of reading and interpreting texts are helpful, but
understanding RAMTs as visual texts does not account for the spatial relation between
the RAMT, its context, and its work as an epideictic, or even didactic form of rhetoric.
Reading and Interpretation Architectural memory texts is not well served using visual
rhetorical analysis in images, because that analysis does not consider arrangement as part
of the rhetorical influence of the text outside of the boundaries of the image. As such, I
suggest that understanding RAMTs as a written mode, comes closer to being able to
understand how they convey remembrance. If RAMTs are writing, then—like any text—
they are written to be read.
As readable texts, the six RAMTs in my study are rhetorical texts that function as
carriers of meaning and evoke remembrance; they are, what James E. Young calls
“memory texts” (xii), in his book, The Texture of Memory. In Young’s view, memorial
texts are “remnants-witnesses by which subsequent generations...remember past events
and people” (3). RAMTs are speaking, metaphorically, but only insofar as their ability to
be heard, or more specifically, to be encountered and read. These texts, like any of the six
RAMTs that appear within the Old City of Würzburg, have a “fundamentally interactive,
dialogical quality” (xii). The dialogic quality that Young mentions is based on the
viewer’s response, be it recognition, denial, emotion, etc. I suggest that the RAMTs are
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selectively interactive, by the simple virtue of their readability as a text, which itself
depends on where they are, their visibility, and viewer’s choice to read or not read them.
Nonetheless, their purpose is to create opportunity for recall and remembrance through
their kairotic emplacement in the public realm to “insofar as they can perform both
functions of representing the essentially celebratory markers of triumphs and heroic
individuals” (3), and the ritualized remembrance that are marked by the reality of ends”,
particularly death (3). As written texts that carry meaning, RAMTs are rhetorical, as
Kenneth Burke neatly summarizes in A Rhetoric of Motives, “where there is meaning
there is persuasion, where there is persuasion, there is rhetoric.” (172) The persuasion is
an influence toward action, even when that action is remembrance—which is, after all,
the purpose of RAMTs in the Old City.
The “A” in RATM: Architectural
The term architectural memory text itself is an extension on James Young’s
position that all memorials and monuments are ‘memory texts’, since both are created to
evoke or refer to memory of past persons and events; it is only the naming of such as
monument or memorial that makes the difference, not the presence of the object as a
carrier of memory, albeit representational. M. Christine Boyer, in the book City of
Collective Memory, understands that these memory texts are created, and “staged events”
that serve as an “official memory book of significant events” (343). Among the possible
roles these texts have in public places and places is that they are essentially designed,
built, and emplaced to be “mnemonic devices, intended to stir memory” (434). As
architectural works, RAMTs are ideated, designed, and emplaced by person to evoke
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memory, as “emblematic scenes of rhetorical meaning” (434). As rhetorical texts, these
architectural works are participative in a discourse about the past and memory in the
public realm, making them visible markers of collective memory and of cultural memory.
The aim and purpose of an architectural memory text is not to merely take up
space in a location, but to evoke memory at encounter. The architectural memory texts
that are used in my study are a rhetorical species of epideictic; this is what separates them
from sculpture – though the texts may be sculptural. As epideictic texts, RAMTs are an
inherently public form of what a community considers worthy of praise and remember, or
of that the community is exhorted to avoid. Additionally, there is a kairos, or opportunity
that surrounds them as a kind of always already, waiting for response. Both can be
apprehended when the consideration of emplacement is an element of the architectural
component of an RAMT. Matters of location and environment contribute to the
architectural meaning of the texts and cannot be ignored. How the RMAT is approached,
viewed, and emplaced within the context of the environment in which it is situated,
matters.
Memory Texts: Collective and Cultural
Within the tableau and theatre of the Old City are the RMATs, as media for
remembrance in a material mode of communicating memory that contributes to
remembrance the 16 March 1945 attack. As works of architecture, Wertsch notes in
Voices of Collective Memory, RAMTs are a part of a community’s cultural tools that aid
in representation of a past (141), especially a past that the community, or at least its
leaders, find worth remembering. RMATs are an “socialization, or an appropriation of a
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collective past through the consecration of those particular places – those statues…and
memorials that are supposed to provide a material representation of a shared history.”
(Boyer & Wertsch, 220). As rhetorical objects of remembrance, the RMATs contribute to
a community’s shared ideas of a past and its identity. The monuments and memorials of
Würzburg are “detached from individuals and embodied in the objects and institutions”
(Olick, Vinitzsky-Seroussie, & Levy, 35) as artifacts of collective and cultural memory.
The detachment refers to the texts as existing for a specific individual, but still addressed
to the community as whole. In this way, the RMATs are memory texts that belong to the
public at large and are intended specifically for the citizens of Würzburg.
In this study, I avoid providing an exhaustive review of either Collective Memory
Studies, or of Cultural Memory Studies, instead preferring to highlight the theories and
ways in which each contribute of an understanding the public memory of March 16,
1945, through RMATs that directly or indirectly reference the event. I find then, that
RMATs are both written, physical mnemonic devices that contribute to Würzburg’s
collective identity and a mode of writing that maintains cultural memory.
Emplacement, Sequestration and Distribution
Borrowing from architectural principles of space, location, and approach, I
“emplacement” to describe how of a RMAT’s presence in its location, context, and space
gives visibility to public remembrance. Scholarship about the rhetoricity, or rhetorical
quality, and its communicative, persuasive, and influential tendencies of places and
spaces that evoke or reference memory were numerous during so-called the spatial turn.
Understanding how items are located within the Old City, means understanding where
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they are, of course. How they are emplaced is equally important, since their emplacement
calls into being a kairotic opportunity for memory, one that could be missed if the
attributes of emplacement are not considered. Where and how the locations are,
sequestered in hard to find places, and distributed in the Old City can provide awareness
into how each text is operating as a fragment of a whole, within the context of the city
itself. Distribution, as a spatial term, characterizes how the RMATs relate to each other,
over space, within the boundary of the Old City. Sequestration, another spatial
characteristic of the RMATs, refers to an attribute of approach and visibility; low
visibility because where and how they are emplaced and how they are approached.
Emplacement then, is an attribute for the reader to interpret and determine.
I theorize that particular objects of public remembrance, like monuments and
memorials, can be understood as rhetorical and architectural texts of remembrance in a
way which accounts for their rhetorical influence and spatiality, both in terms of where
and how these texts are present. In doing so, I am able to make use of the term
“emplacement” as a term that accounts for both rhetorical opportunity, spatial relations
with the surrounding built environment and with other memory texts the reference the
March 16, 1945 bombing. Letting the rhetorical quality of these objects guide the reading
in the form of a revised rhetorical canon, I combine simple elements of architecture,
space, and location to the memory texts to describe how memory texts in public locations
work to inform and influence public memory.
By taking into account the attributes of the memory texts as architectural and
rhetorical, the additional attribute of emplacement becomes important, in order to create a
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method for reading that moves beyond typical rhetorical analysis of monuments and
memorials, to one that is rich, and considers the surrounding environment as context.
Emplacement combines the use of the rhetorical concept of kairos (opportunity), and
spatial attributes of architecture, specifically approach, and spatiality. Emplacement also
provides a means of understanding that where and how a memorial is situated contributes
to a larger network of meaning, especially when those objects are within public realm,
but not located in situations overtly visible.
These emplacements carry with them a sequestered characteristic. Set apart not in
the sense that they are set-apart from the everyday but set apart from highly visible
locations. This sequestration is a characteristic that, as I will explain in my conclusion, is
not negative; it is perhaps an attempt at reconciling the need to remember with the need
to understand and come to terms with the city’s destruction. Sequestration determines the
location of the memory texts, relative to other more visible structures. To be sequestered
figuratively would be the elision of the locations on tourist maps; to be sequestered
physically would be a characteristic of the emplacement: within the larger public realm of
the city and accessible to everyone, but not obvious or overtly visible. The emplacements
of the March 16, 1946 memorials, sequestered as they are, are also distributed. It is
through attention to the attribute of emplacement that considers location, context,
situation, and kairotic potential that can afford a fuller understanding of how RAMTs
participate in collective and cultural memory construction and perpetuation as objects of
remembrance.
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The six RAMTs that reference the March 16, 1945 attack and its aftermath are
found in the Old City (Altstadt) section of Würzburg, and are seen below (Fig. 2):

Fig.2. the locations of the memory texts in the Old City. Image: D.Q. Beltran, using
Esri/Arc-GIS Maps, Sept. 2019/
Sequestered Memory Texts
Sequestration resists the customary practice of emplacing architectural memory
texts in likely, or even public expected place. Whether by design or accident, the
sequestration becomes a component of a larger discourse of public memory that cannot
be dismissed simply because of its seemingly hidden or set-apart location and space. To
think otherwise would not honor the rhetorical tradition on dissoi logoi that seeks
acknowledgement and exploration of opposing stances in an effort to come to a possible
entry to the matter at hand. Further, the kairotic emplacement of the architectural
memory texts that is more explained fully in Ch. 1, is more understandable when those
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texts are seen first as sequestered, and then distributed. Once the sequestration has been
identified, the distribution can be investigated to establish the relationship between
artifacts as arranged in place.
Distributed Memory Texts
The need to see the RAMTs of Würzburg as fragments of a whole requires that
they are read as elements of a larger statement about remembrance of the city’s
destruction and rebuilding. Distribution is a term I use for those locations and their
architectural memory texts, and their spatial relation to each other. The distribution is
based on how the architectural memory texts are spatially connected or disconnected,
using axial progression of the city’s layout to account for objects’ emplacement, relative
to each other. Distribution may mean spatially distant or visible with a frequency that
assumes that locations and their artifacts will not be highly visible, or generally emplaced
in those locations where they would be easily encountered.
A Dual Heuristic, Dual Perspective Transdisciplinary Approach
Theorizing that particular objects of public remembrance need to be understood as
complex materials that are spatially meaningful, I have developed a method for reading
these artifacts, and a term that captures and describes the complexity. The method for
reading is a dual heuristic that enables interrogation, analysis, and interpretation, and the
term describes the qualities of monuments and memorials. I provide a heuristic method of
reading that employs a modified rhetorical canon, calls on close and distant reading using
concepts of material and spatial presence, and then map the memory texts as way to guide
reading of public remembrance. This heuristic is applied to a classroom setting where
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rhetorical theory, student experience with the texts is combined with the multimodal
writing of digital story maps as way to share interpretations of their experience reading
and responded to rhetorical architectural memory texts.
Heuristics from Perspectives
The method that I advocate takes into account the manner in which the text is
read, specifically, how it is perceived rhetorically, architecturally, spatially related to the
larger discourse of public remembrance. I theorize that the dual perspectives of groundlevel perception and aerial perspective maps give a fuller understanding of how the text
means as an object in space than a single embodied perspective could afford. The act of
reading and its subsequent rhetorical engagement with a material artifact of memory, like
memorials and monuments requires attention to the perceptible and spatial attributes of
those artifacts. The perceptible object in space can be considered a visual text, or even a
visual-material text (Amy Propen, 12). Yet, it is not only their visuality is only a matter
of material textuality; as architectural objects, that is a given. Their visibility, their ability
to be seen, is a matter of both visual apprehension and their emplacement, and neither are
in competition with each other but are components of how RAMTs mean. In this study, I
introduce the aerial perspective first as a way to account for the location and the
distribution of the monuments and memorials, across the defined area of the Old City
(though admittedly, I did that after I had already geo-located the six artifacts in the 4
locations) .
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The Six Architectural Memory Texts
The locations, context, and contents of the public monuments and memorials to
and for the 16 March 1945 event in Würzburg are the source of this rhetorical study.
There are four major locations that vary in size, proximity to one another, and in their
public visibility, and all make specific reference to the 16 March 1945 firebombing its
aftermath. These locations and objects were chosen because of the overt reference to
March 16, are located in publicly accessible areas, and carry with them public and
municipal aegis, though only one was not funded publicly. In addition to their public
accessibility, the RAMTs were selected because of their overtly non-religious
references. iv Figures 2 through 4 at the end of the introduction show the six RMATs used
in this study.
The order in which a person encounters and views the RAMTs vary, since none
but two are within sight of each other, with the exception of the Reconciliation Bell (Die
Versöhnung Glock), and the Memorial to the March 16, 1945 Dead (Das Mahnmal)
attack) and the Memorial to the Rubblewomen and -men (Trümmerfrau und Männer
Denkmal), women who cleared stones from destroyed areas, and Tram Car Monument
(Das Trümmerlore Denkmal) which is a tram car bucket used to haul rubble through and
away from the city. The other RMATs are the Memory Room at City Hall (Das Rathaus
Gedenraum), and the Neumann Anniversary Memorial, (Das Balthassar Neumann
Denkmal). With the exception of the Mahnmal, the other memorials were erected
between 1988 and 2011. The site for Memorial to the 16 March Dead (hereafter, the
Mahnmal) was first designated one year after the city’s destruction.
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Understanding the individual components that provide an aggregate meaning to
RAMTS, as well as their attributes of emplacement, provides a productive manner of
reading that can be taught in writing classes. Based the ability to read for characteristic,
qualities, and spatial attributes of RMATs, the method for this reading is based on two
heuristics: ground level reading of the objects using a modified rhetorical canon, and
spatial concepts, and an aerial view reading of the spatial distribution across an area,
using GIS-created maps for both. The combination of the two heuristics removes a major
limitation to traditional rhetorical methods of reading and interpreting place and space.
Rather than thinking of architectural memorial texts as objects, and more like the
build readable moments of communication that they are, gets the reader closer to how
they speak about memory in public location. My goal is to provide a method of reading
and response that can be used in an advanced writing class. I also recognize the utility of
the reading method that can be used by communities who are interested in creating and
emplacing monuments and memorials. The dual heuristic could be further modified to
accommodate what as a variety of publics—every-day, local, national, global. The result
would be a better understanding of how RAMTs communicate memory, and the need for
them.
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Fig. 3 (left) Memorial placard to the Rubblewomen and -men; (right) Fig 4. The Tram
Car used to remove the rubble. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.

Fig. 5 (left) Reconciliation Bell; (right) Memorial of The Dead of 16 March 1945. Image:
D.Q. Beltran, May 2017.
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Fig. 6 (left) Neumann Anniversary Memorial; Fig. 7. (right) Memory Room at City Hall.
Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.

Chapter Overview
Because I theorize that RAMTs are an aggregate of concepts, qualities, and
attributes, the chapters in this study work to disaggregate the concepts, qualities, and
attributes as a necessary series of steps before addressing the Dual Heuristic Method of
Reading that I introduce in Chapter 4.
Chapter 1: Rhetorical, Epideictic, Kairotic, and Architectural discusses the
architectural memory texts and their function as rhetorical and architectural objects of
memory as epideictic rhetoric that is kairotic. Architecture as a communicative artifact is
evaluated using Vitruvius’ three elements of ichnography, orthography, and
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scenography, and Matthew’s six propositions of architecture as a measure of rhetorical
quality. As epideictic texts, the RAMTs do more than simply contribute to remembrance
of respond to loss, they act as tacit rhetors whose purpose and messages are more than
praise. The idea of kairos as an always already condition is discussed and is found to be
inherent in the object and its emplacement, both of which induce and educe opportunity
for remembrance.
Chapter II: Remembrance: Collective, and Cultural Memory in the Public
Realm of the Old City discusses RAMTs as modes of writing in the context of the
public realms. As writing, they contribute to the publicness of collective and contribute to
collective memory and to cultural memory as a means of preserving and perpetuating
remembrance of the 16 March 1945 destruction and its aftermath. The Old City as an
artifact of memory is discussed as a context in which the RAMTs are present.
Chapter III: Attributes for the Reader: Sequestration and Distribution of
RAMTs explains sequestration and distribution as spatially attributes that the reader
should consider, along with the rhetorical, architectural, and memorial. Sequestration is
viewed at the ground level, and distribution is perceived at an aerial view. These last two
attributes from the basis for the dual heuristic
Chapter IV: Reading Memory: A Dual Heuristic Method for Interpreting
Rhetorical Architectural Memory Texts is an application of reading RAMTs,
according to the dual heuristic method used in an 2019 Advanced Writing class. Using
Esri ArcGIS® mapping capabilities, student use modifications to the five rhetorical
canons that contain the description, characteristics, and attributes of the RAMTs that
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students locate on the Clemson University campus. Students complete a Survey 123®
questionnaire containing the modified canon and their responses populate a collaborative
map. The first heuristic happens on the ground when reading RAMTs on the Clemson
Campus, and responding to the Survey 123® questionnaire on their smart phones. The
results of the questionnaire automatically populate an ARC/GIS created collaborative
map, which enables the aerial view of the second heuristic. Student examples are
provided to demonstrate interpretations of how memory is conveyed and operating,
rhetorically, architecturally and spatially on campus.
Conclusion: Retrenchment and Reconciliation. Matters of remembrance and
forgetting are discussed. Based on the characteristics and attributes of the Old City
RAMTs, and the experience using the Dual Heuristic Method of Reading in a writing
class, I offer a possible response to the memory / forgetting purpose of RAMTs. I find
that remembrance is not necessarily at work on the Clemson campus, and that perhaps,
rather than a simple question of remembrance in the place of forgetting, reconciliation is
at work via emplacement of the RAMTs in the Old City.
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CHAPTER ONE
RHETORICAL, EPIDEICTIC, KAIROTIC, AND ARCHITECTURAL:
THE RHETORICAL ARCHITECTURAL MEMORY TEXTS.

Fig. 1 Memorial placard dedicated to memory of the women and men who helped
to clear the 2.7 million cubic meters of rubble due to the of the 16 March 1945
firebombings, as carved in the opt right corner. The carved images of the Cathedral of the
DOM, and the medieval Marienburg Fortress figure prominently as important landmarks
to Würzburg’s culture, as does the carved image of the Würzburg flag, in the top left
ocrner. Complete removal of rubble was not completed until 1964. (Durnagle).
Translation of the inscription: “To commemorate the rubble women and men who made
Würzburg’s new beginning possible.” Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
Physically present, material monuments and memorials in the public realm are
rhetorical and architectural texts of remembrance, hence the term I use for them is
Rhetorical Architectural Memory Texts (RAMT). What might be obvious to rhetoricians
and architects is not as obvious to a person encountering the object in public: that the
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object is operating rhetorically, architecturally, and spatially as a written mode of
remembrance. The rhetorical potential of RAMTs has been discussed in rhetorical theory
and includes the idea that the monuments and memorials are conveying something to
someone for the purpose of influencing memory and remembrance of a place, person, or
event. Still, what makes them public, rhetorical, and architectural is not as clearly
defined, so understanding only what the objects are saying misses the opportunity to
understand more completely the ways in which they are rhetorical and architectural:
rhetorical in their epideictic functions and kairotic possibilities, and architectural in their
communicative, spatial, and emplaced functions.
This study explains that RAMTs are part of the discourse of public remembrance
and memory, but in ways that are rhetorical beyond their communicative capacity and
influential presence; they contribute to public memory as a specific entity with attributes
that require careful consideration. Of major importance is how they are read as
participants in the discourse of public remembrance. While I ultimately offer a double
heuristic method for reading RAMTs, that method relies on an unpacking of their
rhetorical and communicative qualities as artifacts of public discourse about memory
which are epideictic. Then, they will be examined as communicative architectural objects
that reinforce their rhetorical quality. Because the reading requires attention to the milieu
in which the RMATs sit—in public spaces, within the public place of the Old City—I tie
their public availability to their emplacement as kairotic. I explain their situatedness
within the public realm as objects that induce and educe remembrance as part of their
opportune position in the public realm, making them ultimately kairotic. Figure 2 below
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visually represents qualities that will later create an interdependence needed for reading
RAMTs as an aggregated entity from two perspectives which inform the dual heuristic:
ground-level, which considers architectural matters of material and spatial situatedness in
the built environment of place that is the Old City, and an aerial view which considers the
overall arrangement in the defined boundary of the Old City.

Fig. 2: Graphic representation of the first attributes of RAMTs
Each component contributes to how monuments and memorials in the Old City
are rhetorical. Conceptually complex, RAMTs as an entity of aggregated concepts and
properties require a strategy for reading their specific qualities and attributes that account
for their rhetorical, architectural, memorial functions. Reading the RAMT as an aggregate
will take several steps in explanation. This chapter focuses on the rhetorical and
architectural, and the following chapters explain the memorial and spatial attributes that
form the RAMTs as a multi-dimensional artifact. Mindful of Quintilian’s observation in
the Insitutio Oratoria that “many other things have the power of persuasion” (2: 15.6–9),
in this chapter, I explain what contributes to its rhetorical, architectural, memorial
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qualities as a text communicative and influential text. A text can refer to that which can
be read, or that which is written. I extend the use of the term text to its root term, texĕre,
to mean weaving: “that which is woven, web, texture” (text, OED) to explain how the
RAMT operates. The qualities and attributes are woven, like a mesh, that creates a single
entity, and explain their kairotic presence as woven, albeit unevenly, to make a fabric or
memory within the fabric of the Old City section of Würzburg, Germany.
I begin with a discussion of the architectural quality of RAMTs as a preface to the
rhetorical, since the ability to conceive monuments and memorials as architectural objects
matters to their communicative ability. As architectural objects, RAMTs are a material
form of epideictic rhetoric that is responsive to the kairos in ways that are apprehensible.
Attention to kairos is of importance for rhetoric, since the RAMTs induce and educe
response that avails itself of opportune emplacement, that interestingly is kairotic.
Emplacement, in this study, is consistent with “the action of placing something in a
certain position; the fact of being so placed”, and “The place in which something is
located or has been put; a situation, a position; a site, a plot” (emplacement, OED). The
term emplacement begins with “em—” which means “within”. Placed, located, or
situated within the milieu of the Old City, and within the context of the everyday, the
emplacement of the RAMTS becomes a necessary consideration for reading them. Using
the term emplacement in this study recognizes that the situatedness of monuments and
memorials is connected to their rhetorical, and architectural components. Further, as
emplaced RAMTs, these artifacts become more than their location: they are and create a
situation that is kairotic in their opportunity to invoke and evoke a past, and thus,
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memory at the moment of encounter. Later in this study, when I consider how the
RAMTs are emplaced, architectural terms of approach and space are used to enhance
descriptions about the objects’ visibility and potential for encounter and reading; I discuss
spatial attributes of sequestration (low visibility of the object and space) and distribution
(relationship of the objects that are spread across the space of the Old City).
RAMTs: Architectural and Communicative
The purpose for designing, making, and placing memorials for public view has a
relationship to architecture. “Monuments and memorials are not designed as private
shelters, or as public buildings for worship, administration, or entertainments, but to
enshrine communal memories.” (Hanna, qtd. Ragsdale and Brown, 265) These
architectural objects characteristically use the elements and principles of architectural
design and can be productively thought of as a type of architecture (266). Even as a type
of architecture, their communicative capacity as rhetorical needs to be explained both
with respect to the spatial presence and emplacement of RAMTs, but also as architectural
carriers of memory.
This study has its foundation in epideictic rhetorics that seeks to engage kairotic
concerns of public remembrance, and architecture is a component and contributor to the
discourse that is public remembrance. The rhetorical quality of architecture is by no
means the first, or last link from rhetoric to architecture and vice versa. Vitruvius was the
first to make the direct connection to rhetoric, advising that proportion, and architectural
details carried meaning for a building, in the same way that Cicero used an edifice’s
proportions to aid in mnemonics: distance between columns, size of rooms, etc. as a way
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of ordering memory for easy recall (Kirkbride, 510-11). Additionally, Vitruvius’
foundation for appropriately designed architecture speaks directly to the communicative
and rhetorical principles applied to an architect’s aim, especially when he explains in his
Ten Books of Architecture that “architecture depends on fitness (ordinatio) and
arrangement (dispositio), the former being called τάξις, in Greek, and the latter διάθεσις”
(1.2.2). Rhetorical arrangement of elements of architecture have a communicative
disposition. Architecture depends on “fitness and arrangement” (1.2). What is fitting is
that which is appropriate for the use and occasion: the RAMT as an object that fits its
purpose of remembrance. The arrangement—one of the five canons of rhetoric that
address the order and movement from one idea to another in rhetor’s speech—is also
applicable to RMATs. Where and how they are emplaced is a matter of spatial
arrangement. This arrangement across space will take on significance in Chapter three,
when emplacement is more fully discussed, though I do explain arrangement as
emplacement in this chapter as a matter of kairos, or opportunity. Certainly, Vitruvius’
ideas about architecture do not exactly match with monuments and memorials, but his
ideas about arrangement of architectural objects in service to communication and
fittingness of the memorials and monuments as architectural and communicative does.
What strikes me is not necessarily what rhetoric says about architecture as a
mnemonic device, but what architecture says about rhetoric, in non-rhetorical terms.
Geoff Matthews’ 2010 “Ingenious, eloquent and persuasive? Toward a critique of
architecture as communication”. In the article, he offers six propositions about
architecture and communication. By extending his propositions, I demonstrate that their
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area of intersection is not merely communication, but rhetoric—a major point Matthews
misses.
So, rather than dig into the depths of architectural theory from Vitruvius, who
based his theories of communicative architecture on Cicero’s rhetorical treatises, to
Dalibor Vessily’s work on the fragmented reality of representation in architecture, (both
of which are intriguing), v I have chosen Matthews’ six propositions of architecture to
more readily demonstrate the link between architectural characteristic and rhetorical
qualities. In his discussion of the way that architecture participates in communicative
processes, he notes the social, and cultural possibilities for architecture in the form of six
propositions which express Matthew’s desire to see architecture, as a contemporary
cultural expression. I have taken the propositions, while speculative, to demonstrate the
connection between what architecture can do as a communicative object, and its
rhetorical center and basis for my assertion about the architectural communcativity of
RAMTs.

Social
Narrative

Embodied
Knowledge

Language

Rhetoric

Disciplinary
Nexus

Medium /
Modality

Fig. 3 Rhetoric is the central relationship that unifies the Matthews’ propositions.
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Because I see the propositions as defining characteristics for the relationship
between architecture and rhetoric, I will list the propositions and explain their
relationship to rhetoric. The propositions (in bold and italics), are characteristics of
architecture’s relationship to rhetorics.
1. Architecture as embodied knowledge [that] embodies ideas which, it is
intended by designed, are communicated to its users and to wider audiences.
There are a few ways to think about the proposition (or characteristic in my case)
embodies ideas. Embodied knowledge of “some lasting significance” in this case, could
be seen as the how-to of what is built, and certainly in the case of RAMTs, is the
knowledge that the intention of design is toward remembrance that is communicated
across the public. “the way in which intention is articulated makes it a powerful
rhetorical and political device . . . but what we [sic] would like to show is that
architecture embodies knowledge of some lasting significance.” (3) The knowledge is the
know-how of creating edifices and objects, as well as the know-why. It is of lasting
significance to know the concepts and principles of architecture that then can be
employed to create a work of lasting significance.
Another way to understand the idea of embodied knowledge is to conceive
“architecture [as] not the embodiment of information; it is the embodiment of meaning.”
Architecture, accordioning to Alberto Perez-Gomez is a "resolution" of humanity's
material needs” (58) that extends beyond shelter, wall, enclosure, or other designed
product for use by humanity, to its use as expression of meaning. The RAMT means
remembrance, it means fidelity to remembering, it means that the practice becomes the
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expression and that its expression in perdurable material form means remembrance. As a
resolution, similar to the intent, the monument or memorial is filled with significance,
that joins the social narrative explained next.
2. “Architecture is a social narrative that is constructed and acquires
meaning through extended use and reuse. As a result, architecture
establishes a recoverable history that links events to an original program.”
The social narrative of an RAMT seems fixed, because of the seeming fixity and
stability of the AMT. “High visibility of old buildings leads mean to over-estimate the
value of the past” (4). I agree, if the Old City is any indication. The extent to which
RAMTs and the Old City over-estimate the past is not at issue in this study; that the past
is valued as part of the city’s collective and cultural memory is what matters, since both
are tied to identity and image. 2 Still, considering the RAMTs, their construction, content,
and communicative purpose supports a value in remembrance of the destruction and
rebuilding of so many old works of architecture throughout the Old City.
3. “Architecture a medium that provides a matrix, a canvas, and a multitude
of channels for explicit communication of information, values, and
ideologies”
Next to architecture as a language, this proposition-as-characteristic is of major
salience to the relationship between architecture and rhetoric, especially as an epideictic
rhetoric. RAMTs as architectural and rhetorical co-operate to explicitly communicate

2

The concepts of identity via collective, and cultural memory are discussed in Chapter 2.
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dates, events, and persons of importance. This is clearly seen on the lead image in this
chapter. The communicated value is in the object of remembrance, through the
inscriptions and date, as if to say to the public “this day is worth remembering”.
Architecturally, the carvings on the Neumann statue communicate the remembrance of
something of value: the loss of the city’s architecture after the 16 March 1945 attack.
Regarding ideologies, the Reconciliation Bell (Versöhnung Glock), made of metals from
British ordinance and melted hand grenades, communicates the ideology of peace
through reconciliation with the city’s destruction, as a designed, constructed, and
emplaced memorial.
Architecture is a medium of communication and a modality of communication.
The monuments and memorials may be “invisible to the general public” (3), but I suggest
they are still materially visible through attentive reading to the RAMTs materials,
inscriptions, and physical position as part of multiple communications in the built
environment. The invisibility is that the general public, by and large, may not understand
that rhetorical architectural memory texts are communicators that seek to engage the
viewer to in an act of remembrance; it is the reading that is required for the viewer to
make visible this invisible communication.
4.

“Architecture is a language, and like language, is a system of signs, subject to
re-invention (rediscovery), but are also contingent in their cultural context
where they function as a readable language, and therefore decodable”

Matthews continues: “It seems easy enough to read the characteristic forms,
structures and spatial arrangements of a particular architectural style as highly symbolic,
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as representing the social purposes of a community in a very concrete manner, and less
directly its values and belief”. vi I agree with his assessment as he continues, that “the
notion of language as a practice, on situated communicative acts . . . of architectural
production as the negotiation of meaning”, which is similar to my accounting for the
rhetorical, architectural and spatial considerations for The Old City’s memory text, since
all contribute to the RAMTs components for meaning that is rhetorically situated in the
community and in context of the practice and experience of communication. Accepting
architecture as not only language, but also as rhetoric enables me to say that RAMTs, as
architectural, are addressed to the reader for a specific purpose, and always in the context
of remembrance and the surrounding environs.
5. “Architecture as disciplinary nexus: architecture simultaneously facilitates
and delimits a range of communication processes that may be analyzed in terms
of associated social and cultural processes, e.g. power relations, organization,
learning, liberation, discipline, care, etc.”
In terms of social and cultural processes—outside of the obvious disciplinarity—I
see the architectural component of RAMTs to be those of “care”: care for the
remembrance of the past. RAMTs are a type of rhetoric that uses architectural objects as
markers of cultural memory, in public locations that are inherently social. This is most
evident when Matthews continues “architecture can be seen as the materialization of this
forlorn longing for security, stability and certain knowledge. The purpose of architecture,
therefore, is to embody and communicate who we are and how we are to behave” (4).
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Expectations for communities to remember their past is part of identity formulation.
Were Würzburg to neglect its memory of destruction, it would not be demonstrating the
“care” due to the past, or the dead. In this way then, RAMTs are part of the social fabric
in the built environment, doing the work of memory as a marker of certain knowledge,
acknowledgement of relative stability in the post-WWII era of history, and the security of
knowing that the dead and the destruction will be remembered. vii
RAMTs as Epideictic Objects
In Rhetoric, Book I, 1.3, Aristotle defines three species of rhetoric as deliberative
(presenting arguments for consideration in governmental affairs), forensic (speeches used
in legal suits), and epideictic (speeches using remembrance of past persons or events as
way to make public that which was praiseworthy, or not worthy of praise. The treatise
Rhetoric to Herennium (Rhetorica Ad Herennium, historically attributed to Cicero)
echoes Aristotle, but calls the species then “kinds” and says that the epideictic kind is
devoted to the praise or censure of some particular person.” (I: I-II. 2)
Aristotle denotes two special topics of discovery when composing an epideictic speech:
the virtuous and the base, and again, Cicero echoes this. While originally pointing to a
person and a person in an event, the species / kind has as its aim, influence toward
communal values.
Epideictic rhetoric is often glossed to mean praise or blame, which would seem
more at home in a forensic speech than in a speech commemorating a historical person or
event. Further, reducing epideictic rhetoric to simple praise or blame removes the followon action, inherent in all rhetorics. Epideictic is more keenly understood when it is
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thought of as containing what Roman rhetoricians would later call laudatio
(commendation) and censure (worthy of denunciation). Whom or what actions are
worthy of commendation or denunciation takes for its aim the society being addressed or
referenced and is representative of that society’s desired values, or what is commendable,
and what is undesirable, or not commendable. viii Further, avoiding the reductive praise or
blame purpose is possible when the epideictic is understood as ““acknowledgement” and
“disparagement” as a “communicative transaction” between the RAMT and the viewer,
as R.W. Rosenfield explains (133). The communicative transaction has “its necessary
constituents — openness of mind, felt reverence for reality, enthusiasm for life, the
ability to congeal significant experiences in memorable [modes of] language” (150).
Because epidictic translates as “to show forth” or “exhibit”, ix it stands to reason
that an RAMT be made of durable material to last over time, making the message about
the values last over generations in the community. RAMTs as epideictic texts use
perdurable materials like stone, glass, and metal for longevity. Expecting that they last
beyond one generation, they express the community’s solidarity in “the periodic extolling
of communal values” (Graff and Winn, 120-1) because the purpose of epideictic rhetoric
is to reinforce an audience’s adherence to communal values and standards.
The RAMTs’ task purpose as an object of epideixis, is to show forth
commendable actions that are of value to the community; this can be seen in the figure at
the opening of this chapter. The citizens who helped to rebuild it are worthy of
commendation, since they helped to create a “new beginning” (see fig. 1 for translation)
after the 16 March 1945 destruction. As if to show forth the work of citizens referenced
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on the Memorial Plaque, The Rubble Wagon Monument (Trümmerlore) is located a few
feet from the Memorial Placard.

Fig. 4. The Rubble Tram Car Memorial. Scores of these were used to clear the
nearly 3 million cubic meters of rubble. This tram car would travel along a path of tracks
through the city to a waiting barge beneath the Old Cranes on the Main River. Image:
D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
What is not commendable are the reasons that citizens were clearing rubble and
rebuilding the city: support and affiliation with Hitler’s regime, and the loss of their city
as a result of that support and affiliation. Yet, this too is epideictic. Figure 5 below shows
the signage to the memorial 16 March 1945 Memorial. The memorial set at the entrance
to the City’s cemetery is called Die Mahnmal, for which there is no exact English
equivalent. Notably, the German word used for the memorial is not one typically used for
designating a monument or a memorial (typically, “Denkmal”, or even for a memorial
site typically, “Gedenkenstätte”). The German word Mahnmal carries with it a cautionary
meaning; not exactly vituperative, but also certainly not worthy of praise.
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Fig. 5 The sign pointing to the 16 March 1945 Memorial. In what is known as the
Mahnmal, there is a memorial to the dead of the bombing,as a caution to future
generations. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
Epideictic in its capacity to convey community values through remembrance, the
16 Memorial 1945 demonstrates the two sides of epideictic—acknowledgement and
disparagement—in physical form that is the memorial.

Fig. 6 The Mahnmal. Flanked on two sides back glass panels etched with the
names of the dead, the Memorial is a cenotaph, and a cautionary memory text – and still a
mode of epideictic rhetoric. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
The 16 March 1945 Memorial seems to deny being assigned a simplistic view of
epideictic of “praise or blame”. As acknowledgment, the names of the dead are inscribed
in glass, x so that they may be read and remembered, while the sculpture of a man,
woman, and two children, remind the viewer of how many of the nearly 4,000 citizens
perished. The sculpture simultaneously acknowledged and disparages as an epideictic
species of rhetoric; the memorial communicates desired communal values of
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remembrance that are themselves, cautionary “let’s remember the loss of some of our
citizens, so that we don’t repeat the same mistakes that caused us to lose them.”
The same denunciation and disparagement as epideictic rhetoric can be seen in all
the memorials in the Old City, The Neumann Memorial, in the figures below, lists the
famed architect’s 300th birthday as an epideixis, “making use of other things [like
historical events], both reminding [the audience] of the past and projecting the course of
the future” (Freese).

Fig. 7 (left) The inscription on the base of the Neumann Memorial. It mentions
the destruction "Die Zerstörung" of Würzburg, & the date of 1987 as the 300th
anniversary of Balthasar Neumann's birthday. The Balthasar Neumann Memorial, from
the side showing the City consumed by flames from the firestorm of 16 March 1945.
Images: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.

Fig. 8 A bas releif depicting the firestorm in the city. The Cathedral is noticeable
on the left and the Augustinian Church is in the middle area; both were designed by
Neumann. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
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RAMTs as Public Memory Artifacts
The term ‘public memory’ can be vexing. Considering public and memory from a
rhetorically informed perspective, and then combining it with historical, and architectural
ideas about what public and memory mean can be used to account for what is
remembered, where, and in what modality. This section discusses the term public
memory, as it relates to rhetoric and memory texts like monument and memorials.
What it means to be public has its roots in Greek rhetoric, where rhetors largely
spoke in public institutions for deliberative and legal, purposes, and or ceremoniously for
praise of persons or events. What it meant to be rhetorical was inherently tied to what it
meant to be a rhetor: to speak in public places, for reasons of addressing an audience. The
publicness of the three species of rhetoric continued vibrantly in the Roman rhetorics of
Cicero, through today social media, and news programs on television: a funeral oratory, a
speech before congress, opening arguments at the Supreme Court. Certainly, it is a quite
a way from what is considered public today but does provide the framework for basis of
rhetoric’s goal: influence the audience to an action, using strategies, categories, and
language.
Perhaps in an effort to channel the inherently public nature of Aristotle’s and
Cicero’s rhetoric, scholarship on the rhetorical actions in public realms tend toward two
strands of public rhetorics: investigations of embodied rhetoric xi—how the body occupies
space and acts rhetorically without necessarily speaking—in public places, and analysis
of public speeches, and letters from notable persons, past and present. xii In the first
strand, the bodies mere presence creates a rhetorical moment of affinity, identity,
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exclusion, or protest. How the body is moved through a public space is also investigated
in the embodied rhetorics, challenging what it means to be “public” and countering the
now reversed Habermassian notion of an ideal public. The other strand investigates the
way in which people talk about public concerns, making the public wherever people are
who are active in discussing issues of public importance, public becomes the
congregation of active. (Hauser, 64) Regardless of the direction and strand that embodied
rhetorics investigates, the very idea of public is linked to language used and to what
effect, in places deemed public that the body traverses, inhabits, or transgresses. xiii What
makes for a public rhetoric of material objects as communicative objects of memory, like
architectural memory texts has be discussed and includes investigating and theorizing the
effects on identities and actions of person within the larger realm of public as comprising
or excluding citizenry, maintenance of national or regional identity, as well as narrative
conflicts those memory texts present to varying identities that are known as countermemory. xiv
In most cases, RAMTs are identifiable in the public realm: accessible, free,
available to everyone. But public does not necessarily mean town plaza, park, or even
centralized location, though historically, that has been the case. I follow Kendall Phillips’
definition of public, one that defines public as “publicness” to mean their “public
appearance” (6-7), and as a setting that is neither sacred, nor private. The six RAMTs in
the Old City risk being missed as artifacts contributing to public memory and
remembrance, because of where they are situated: not easy to locate, not highly or
immediately visible. Ultimately, the extent to which an RMAT is public varies, based on
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the public engaging them. Even though the locations are not immediately visible, or have
directional signage leading a viewer to their location, they are still public.
An example of not immediately visible because of where and how they are
located, can be seen in Fig. 9. Unless directed pointed to in the image, the Balthasar
Neumann Memorial would be missed because of where it sits. In fact, I walked by it
several times before I realized that it was set back from the road, at the edge of a bicycle
and motorcycle parking area and an outdoor café. And this was not the only instance
when I couldn’t find an RAMT to which I was directed. At the end of an wide alley
entrance to City Hall, behind a wall parallel to a riverside walkway, in the corner of a
building and restaurant, three of the RAMTs that refer directly or indirectly to 16 March
1945 were difficult to locate, even with GPS. Positioned on city land, erected by city
authority, and intended to be public some were seemingly not in the public realm. Yet,
they are still public, in their location and authorization.

Fig. 9 The Neumann Memorial is barely visible (behind the tree, slightly to the
right). In this photo is looks like a tree trunk. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019
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A monument or memorial and its location in the public realm typically calls
attention to the object’s visibility, despite its “set apartness” (Dickenson, et al. 12) A
memorial or monument may or may not have an appearance that reflects its surroundings
and may or may not be constructed in the style of the built environment in which it is
located, making it “set apart”. Or, in the case of Würzburg, difficult to locate as truly
being “set apart” because of where they sit and how they are approached and
encountered. Once found, the RAMT can be easily identified as an artifact of public
memory, through its inscriptions, placards, signposts, and its material composition.
RAMTs as objects of public memory seek to engage and influence the viewer to respond
with action, even if that action is participating in public remembrance by the mere
presence and reading of the RAMT.
Kairos and Emplacement
As rhetorical and architectural, the six memorials speak of memories
metaphorically in the public realm. Speaking of and for a past, they respond to an always
already kairotic moment, via emplacement. Two concepts are needed to frame the notion
of the RAMTs being emplaced kairotically: the first is that the moment of remembrance
is apprehensible, which can educe the kairos or bring about its potential; the second is
that the kairos manifest in location and object, and so the kairos is induced. Responding
to the kairos as educed and induced, memory is invoked by the construction and
emplacement of the RAMTS and is invoked when they are viewed.
The locations of the six RAMTs in the Old City are kairotic, but not in the typical
sense of kairos as the opportune moment. It is their epideictic purpose that connects them
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to the opportunity—the very kairos—for remembrance. Their public characteristics
follow as objects contributing to the discourse of public memory, since monuments and
memorials located in public spaces call into account a remembrance intended for a public
audience, hence their epideictic quality. It is the publicness of the architectural memory
texts that makes them inherently kairotic, waiting, in a sense, to be perceived as an
opportunity moment of remembrance. This waiting is a kind of always already. To
understand this always already capacity, a brief review of kairos is helpful.
Kairos in the Old City
Kairos as a rhetorical term has a long history of presence in rhetorical practice
and study. After being long neglected for inclusion with the rhetorical appeals of logos,
pathos, and ethos, kairos as a necessary component of rhetorical consideration and
instruction has come back to its position of importance. xv Based on the common notion of
“the right time” and “opportunity”, kairos is of major importance to the where and how
of RMATs as contribute to remembrance.
Like its namesake god, pinning the abstract idea of “opportunity” (the widely
used definition of kairos) as elusive as Kairos himself. His name in Latin is Occasio.
The 4th Century A.D. /C.E. Greek rhetorician, Callistratus, reflecting on a bronze statue
of the god writes that “the significance of Kairos as faithfully portrayed in the statue: the
wings on his feet, he told us, suggested his swiftness, and that, borne by the seasons, he
goes rolling on through all eternity”. (Philostratus, Desc. 6) Kairos, as that which is
seasonal, ties being in season to the right time. Kairos as timely, in contrast to chronos as
quantified time, “points to a qualitative character of time, to the special position and
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event or action occupies in a series, to a season when something appropriately happens
that cannot happen an just any time, but only at that time.” (Smith, 45; italics in original)
This “involves the conception of a special temporal position, such that what happens only
might happen at ‘that time’ and its significance is wholly dependent on an ordinal places
in the sequences and intersections of events” as part of “the right measure” (45). So, that
time, as the right time in the right measure exists, but how to know it and apprehend it?
Classical rhetorical training gave attention to knowing “when” the “right time” was but
does little to explain how that right time exists, other than through the organization,
progression, and context of the oratory. Certainly, rhetors needed to recognize the “right
time” and “opportunity” to make use of a category, refutation, anecdote, historical
reference, word, or even gesture when speaking to an audience. Indeed, rhetorical
instruction of classical Roman rhetoric, is filled with when it is appropriate for the
introduction of any of these components of a speech, regulated by the cannons of
invention, memory, style, arrangement, and delivery. In this way, kairos was a version of
what the Greeks would call to prepon, and the Romans called decorum.
Classical rhetoricians were reminded of the early sophists’ recommendation of
deploying ideas and evidence through language at the right time, and always with nothing
in excess. It is as if the opportune moment somehow already existed both a priori. “The
subject-situation correlation” is a concern for kairos: what does the situation call for?
How does the subject know, in a given situation “when”? (46) Thinking of kairos as an
always already suggests the cosmological nature of opportunity, harkens back to
Pythagoran thinking which considered kairos a universal law of spacing and sequence (
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Under the influence of Heraclitus’ view about logos as both abstract and concrete, I get
closer to the point where kairos becomes animistic and immanent principle. (Leston, 34)
Just as Heraclitus explains that “all things express the logos”, that is, all things give
language and have a way of speaking, through a “cosmological force” its is possible to
understand that the RAMTs are expressing something to the other “cosmological force”
(35) that is the kairos. The cosmological, or what I translate to mean timelessness,
connection between logos and kairos as an always already, comes ultimately from
Gorgias’ notion of kairos: “the decision” to give or not to give expression to something at
a particular time us “willed by kairos” (Vitanza, 242-3). The kairos, like the logos, is
outside of us, expressible, and responsive. While this comparison may seem like an
attempt to rationalize that is otherwise irrational by essentially assigning logos and kairos
to phenomena, I do so only to provide, by way of example, how it is that kairos, as
always already is apprehensible and manifest in the RAMT.
Returning to my assumption that RAMTs are rhetors, albeit tacit, the logos is the
expression of remembrance manifest in the RAMT. Its apprehensibility is bound to its
ability to be situated anywhere, while still bring about the latent potential of the kairos.
The opportune time then, should be tied to the epideixis “to show forth” in greater public
view than the six artifacts afford, but they are not. Scattered in no order, in contrast to
Pythagoras’ view on kairos as a defining moment in a sequence of moments, they still are
kairotic. Seasonally appropriate because remembrance of historically significant events
and the loss of lives are worthy of remembrance. They create an opportunity for
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remembrance by always being situated in the public environment. Certainly, time will
take its toll on the materials. But for the time they are physically present.
Chronos, lets us understand that the RAMT is gesturing to the past, through the
inscription of dates and persons on the artifact. Additionally, accompanying texts that
complement the RAMTs give a chronology to that which happened through inscribed
explanations and images. Not immediately concerned with when something happened, as
much as they are the opportune moment to present that something happened, or when a
person lived or died, RAMTs are tacit rhetors waiting for the right time to be
encountered, inherently kairotic. Creating an apprehensible moment of encounter through
their emplacement and using the latency of an always already kairos, RAMTs actas tacit
rhetors who wait for the right time to be seen and read.
Weaving a Kairotic Text
Each of the six RAMTs exist in a place and in space, take advantage of kairos as a
quality of participation in the public presentation of remembrance. Beyond objects of
display, xvi RAMTs do more than perform memory, and make meaning: they respond to
the need for remembrance as part of an epideixis, creating the “right time”. Dispersed
throughout the Old Cty, their emplacement within the everyday built environment as
objects within the public realm is a matter of opportunity for encounter and thus kairotic.
Responding to and creating kairos is a matter of their emplacement, making a major
portion of an RAMTs a rhetorical force and presence of public remembrance in
Würzburg. Being emplaced kairotically means that the always already of kairos is tied to
a specific location that creates a space for encounter and viewing. Woven unevenly into
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the fabric of the Old City, they may not create an ideal opportunity to be viewed, but they
do create an interruptive opportunity for remembrance for Würzburgians. 3 Their
locations in the Old City are such that they have the potential to remind a person of what
is in danger of being forgotten-indeed the very purpose of memorials. More importantly,
the emplacement of the RAMTs calls into being the idea that kairos is both opening and
aim, that it creates a figurative warp and a weft. Keeping in mind that “an opening can be
constructed as well as discovered", xvii I must ask for whom are these locations creating
an opportunity for remembrance? They are hard to find and in locations that are
surprising, considering their subject of death, destruction, rebuilding, and remembrance. I
suggest their emplacement creates a kairos for the citizens of Würzburg.
Below, figure 10 shows the locations of the six RAMTs. The blue geo-located
RAMTs do not intersect the orange stars that are the three locations of importance in the
Old City. From left to right on the map the three important locations contain the
Marienburg Fortress, The Würzburg Cathedral, and The Bishop’s Palace. All three tourist
are destinations and major historical and cultural sites. Street cars, the general direction
of the tangle of streets tend toward the three sites. I can only speculate that the RAMTs
are located where they are because they convey a remembrance of events that perhaps
only have meaning for Würzburgians and survivors (though dwindling) of the 16 March
1945 attack.

I suggest in Chapter 3 that the emplacement at sequestered and distributed can be read
as being targeting Würzburgians and not tourists, and one that I suggest in the Conclusion
of this study is akin to reconciliation
3
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Fig. 10 The RAMTs are the blue points. The orange stars are the City's three main
points of interest. Image: D.Q. Beltran, Sept. 2018, using Esri/Arc-GIS ® Maps.

Returning to the Rhetorical
RAMTs are designed, constructed, and emplaced communicants, and a kind of
unspeaking rhetor. That is has a message, is obvious: remembrance. Their emplacement,
that is where they are situated in space and physically located, how they are approached,
and where they sit in relation to each other and in relation to the context of the built
environment—the Old City—is part of their rhetorical potential as “participants in” . . .
an “exchange” that is “transactional” (Covino & Jolliffe 8-9): there is knowledge to be
shared, and thus are “knowledge-makers” at the most, and evokers of remembrance.
RAMTs in the Old City provide knowledge in the form of historical record and
reflection of what happened when, and as memory-makers that express the
communication of, and necessity for remembrance. The historical explanation is literally
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inscribed on the artifacts or have linguistic text with dates and purpose. Whether carved
in stone, or using linguistic expression, there is an inscription available in these RAMTs. 4
The most important is the inscription of 16 March 1945 (16 März 1945) on the Mahnmal
and the alphabetical names of the dead on the glass plates that flank the memorial
sculpture. Other inscriptions can be seen on the Balthasar Neumann Monument
(Neumann Denkmal) as renderings of the city’s architectural icons consumed by flames.
Others use memorial placards with linguistic text to explain dates and significance, like
the Memorial Placard (Gedenktafel) and Rubble Tram Car’s (Trümmerlore) sign and
marker, and the permanent installation of Würzburg’s history with special attention to the
bombing in the Memory Room at Würzburg City Hall (Gedenkraum 16 März 1945).
In addition to creating knowledge as part of their communicative and rhetorical
qualities, RMATs also are part of a rhetorical situation. The basic idea of a rhetorical
situation is one in which a rhetor speaks in response to an exigence and with a purpose,
and the audience listens, is not far from my thinking of RAMTs as rhetorical speakers,
albeit—paradoxically—tacit. It is the idea of exigence and constraints that need to be reassessed when considering RAMTs as rhetorical, influencing communicants. The widely
held notion of rhetorical situation, introduced by Lloyd Bizter in his 1968 publication,
“The Rhetorical Situation”, holds that an exigence and audience exist before the fact, as
stable categories. Bitzer’s situation explains that resources (what is available to use to
address the situation) and constraints (audience’s attitudes and beliefs) are present at the

Using the term “inscription” as: “To write, mark, or delineate (words, a name, characters, etc.) in or on
something; esp. so as to be conspicuous or durable, as on a monument, tablet, etc.” (“inscription”. Oxford
English Dictionary)

4
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rhetorical situation. Awareness of resources and constraints help rhetors to reach their
audience by taking into consideration their views on the exigence. The constraints are
matter for the rhetor to understand and use, and for the audience’s attitude and acceptance
of what the rhetor presents. Additionally, it is an assumption by Bitzer that that the
audience is concerned about the need for rhetoric, or its exigence, and that the need for
rhetoric is created by a gap that is supplied by a text (spoken or written). Certainly,
Bitzer’s rhetorical situation and exigence would apply to RAMTs in the Old City: they
are there to fill a potential gap in memory that is supplied by the memory texts as objects
of remembrance. However, the exigence assumes that everyone who encounters these
memory texts is already aware of the need for remembrance of the events and aftermath
of 16 March 1945, and that a memory text is needed to help remember. This would of
course explain the design and installation of the memory texts at the moment of the
installation and emplacement as meeting an exigence the and ability to minimize (largely)
the constraint of audiences.
We cannot know with certainty what the attitude of an audience is after the fact,
without extensive archival research; and even then, that would only be a sampling of an
audience. xviii We can know that the epidictic species of rhetoric is in play when viewing
the RAMTs. Indeed, that is the reason for their creation, installation, and emplacement.
Bitzer’s constraints are at work in the RAMTs, as Covino and Jolliffe remark, because
constraints are “ideas and attitudes that exist between the rhetor- motivated to create
discourse by the exigence—and the auditors, who ideally will act on the exigence” (11).
Again, that exigence is the need to be reminded through text, of something missing in the
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public discourse; something missing like the memory of the events, and the gradually
erosion and disappearance of the memory of 16 March 1945 overtime. Indeed, this is the
reason that any memorial, monument, placard, ceremony, and even edifice is created as a
reminder of what was: so that the past isn’t forgotten, but recognized, vis. re-cognized, or
re-thought of. That the RAMTs are made of perdurable materials is a response to this
need to remember, and not to forget. As time passes, the stone, metal, room, and glass are
meant to persist as a way of perpetuating the memory.
The creation, erection, and emplacement are a way of meeting or even creating a
kairotic moment for remembrance. The kairos, is a kind of always already; it is timeless,
not a moment in chronological time, in that it exists outside of chronological time.
Additionally, to create an ongoing exigence using perdurable materials does not meet
Bitzer’s own ideas about exigence, namely the need. As time passes, urgency of the
exigence lessens. It is not as important to remember 16 March 1945 by either rhetor or
audience; no one can successfully sustain that intensity of responding to an exigence.
Instead, I see RAMTs as being rhetorical, but tacit, according to Vatz’s conception of the
rhetorical situation. Their silence is only limited to their ability to literally speak and does
not prevent them from being understood as communicative objects, in the same way that
texts—in all their modalities, linguistic, visual, gestural, aural, video—can be
communicative.
A more specific rhetorical situation and how it comes into being is made clearer
through Vatz’s work on the commonly named “rhetorical situation’, especially as his
explanation better supports my position that RAMTs are rhetorical objects that
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contribute to remembrance in public places. Vatz explains that exigence, audience, and
constraints are created by a rhetor who choose to activate them by inscribing them into
their texts. (155-57) As shown in the lead image of this chapter, the inscription is seen as
literally inscribed, and as given an inscription via linguistic text. It is thus the situation
created when a rhetor engages the memorial text. The response to the RAMTs comes
from the audience who engages the kairotic moment of remembrance, as induced and
educes. However, sometimes that moment is not clearly delineated, nor is it facilitated by
the RAMT’s emplacement; the emplacement, visibility, and context should be considered
as part of the reading.
The RAMT is an aggregation of concepts, qualities, and attributes that work in
coordination to convey memory and to participate in the public realm as objects of
remembrance. Their rhetorical and architectural concepts and qualities explained, I next
explain the RAMTs as a published mode of writing that is both an artifact of collective
and cultural memory, withing the context of a city of remembrance.
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CHAPTER II
REMEMBRANCE: COLLECTIVE, AND CULTURAL MEMORY IN THE PUBLIC
REALM OF THE OLD CITY.
In Chapter 1, I explained that the monuments and memorials to the March 16,
1945 Würzburg bombing are rhetorical, based on my qualifications for a rhetorical
object: their epideictic quality, and their participation in public remembrance as objects
that respond to the opportunity for remembrance in the public environment. Designed,
built of durable materials and emplaced within the public realm, rhetorical architectural
memory texts (RAMTs) are artifacts that engage and perpetuate public memory and
represent remembrance. This chapter explains that the six RAMTs are a rhetorical
material mode of memory, specifically a modality of writing. As writing they are media
that contribute to Würzburg’s collective and cultural memory, as public remembrance. A
written form of collective and cultural memory, they are part of the context in which they
are emplaced; as artifacts of memory, they are situated in a part of the city that is itself a
place of memory. xix Conceptualizing RAMTs as writing helps to understand their
collective and cultural presence which adds support the objects as texts, and adds a
material modality to the other modalities of communication and writing (linguistic,
visual, video, aural, gestural, spatial). Additionally, as a modality of communication and
influence, they are more than media, they are a form of publishing, or making generally
known, so are a form of pubic writing, in response to the ongoing discourse of public
memory. I consider RAMTs as writing in the context of a city that is a place of memory
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and move another step closer in this study to accounting for how to read RAMTs, by
paying attention to the component of memory in the term RAMT.
The six RAMTs that reference the March 16, 1945 attack and its aftermath are
found in the Old City (Altstadt) section of Würzburg. As a site of memory, the Old City
itself creates the context in which the RAMTs operate rhetorically. Since context—that
which surrounds—matters to any rhetorical situation for reading or writing, the Old City
must be considered as contributing to the meaning and memory making for collective and
for cultural memory in the public realm, especially as it relates to the city’s rebuilding.
The Old City’s shape and architecture, both old and new, historical and commercial,
sacred and secular, should also be considered as a context that influences the City’s
memory, and in which the six RAMTs participate in the memory of the city’s destruction,
death, and rebuilding. Collectively, the six RAMTs speak of memory, albeit tacitly, as
participants in public remembrance as memorial objects that are representations of a
group’s generational memory. Culturally, they speak to memory, as cultural objects
within a culturally important context. To demonstrate this, I will frame the rhetorical
nature of RAMTs as a form of writing as a medium that participates in the discourse of
public memory and remembrance. Then I will discuss collective memory, and cultural
memory, explaining that RAMTs function as artifacts of both kinds of memory: RAMTs
as objects of collective memory in the public realm, and RAMTs as cultural memory
made public as a mode of published writing.
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The RAMT as a Writing
Memorials, and monuments are “unquestionably rhetorical because of their
central epideictic nature, in evoking praise of past persons of events” (Blair, 16). They
are invested with a quality of importance, as if to say, “listen, since what I have to say is
as important to you as it is to me” (Kinneavy, 73). Part of the rhetorical nature of RAMTs
is a product of how they may mean as a mode of writing that carries a call to
remembrance. As a mode of writing, they work like all modes of writing:
communication. The communication is a rhetorical act that serves the perpetuation of
collective memory, and as an artifact of cultural memory. First, I must explain what I
mean by a mode of writing.
In 1996, when the New London Group created a list of modalities of meaning
(linguistic (words), visual, audio, tactile, gestural, and spatial); these modalities were
quickly embraced by advocates of multimodal writing, especially in digital spaces where
design contributes to communication. Monuments and memorials are inherently
multimodal because of the variety of modes used: writing, visual, tactile (because of their
materials), and of course, spatial. It is common to view and describe RAMTs as a visual
modality to describe, analyze, and critique monuments and memorials. xx Rooted work on
Roland Barthes’ “The Rhetoric of Images”, these ways of reading and interpreting texts
are helpful, but understanding RAMTs as visual texts does not account for the spatial
relation between the RAMT and its context, beyond the confines of the image. As such, I
suggest that understanding RAMTs as a written mode, comes closer to being able to
understand how they convey remembrance. These kinds of visual rhetorics that are based
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in visual grammar rely on semiotic operations of language to create meaning. While
valuable, I do not include them in this study, focusing instead on their presence as public
writing of remembrance.
If RAMTs are writing, then—like any text—they are written to be read. As
readable texts, the six objects in this study are texts that function as carriers of meaning
and evoke remembrance; they are, as James E. Young deftly describe, “memory texts . . .
“remnants-witnesses by which subsequent generations...remember past events and
people” (Young, xii, 3). These texts, like any of the six RAMTs that appear within the
Old City of Würzburg, have a “fundamentally interactive, dialogical quality . . . based on
“the viewer’s response to the” [memorial] text” (3-4). Again, Kinneavy’s exhortation to
listen to the memorial or monument, because what it says matters to the reader. RAMTs
are selectively interactive by the simple virtue of their readability as a text, which itself
depends on where they are, their visibility, and viewer’s choice to read or not read them.
Nonetheless, their purpose is to create opportunity for recall and remembrance through
their emplacement in the public realm, to “insofar as they can perform both functions of
representing the essentially celebratory markers of triumphs and heroic individuals”, and
the ritualized remembrance that are marked by the reality of ends” (Young, 3),
particularly death. As written texts that carry meaning, RAMTs are rhetorical, as Kenneth
Burke explains in A Rhetoric of Motives: “where there is meaning there is persuasion,
where there is persuasion, there is rhetoric.” (24, 172) The persuasion is an influence
toward action, even when that action is remembrance—which is, after all, the purpose of
RAMTs in the Old City.
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The Context: Würzburg’s “Old City” (The Altstadt)
The part of the larger city of Würzburg, the Old City (Altstadt) reflect its historic,
and cultural past through notable buildings, like the Bishop’s Residence, as well as the
Medieval, Baroque, and Rococo churches that cluster in the center area of the Old City
reflect a “seeming permanence” that are “positioned perpetually as the site of civic
importance” (Dickenson, Blair, and Ott, 28). The city was rebuilt to re-present a memory
of its former self, and it could be considered ““lieu de memoire”, a material . . . work of
human will, that overtime becomes a symbolic element of the memorial heritage of any
community”, as Pierre Nora would call it (xvii). This lieu, or site of the Old City is a
kind of tableau of remembrance sets the context in which the memorials and monuments
to 16 March 1945 are situated. This helps to explain that there is a memory of predestruction Würzburg and that the reconstruction of the city attempts to represent that
pre-destruction past.
As objects that gesture to or refer to the past, the to the need and value of
remembrance as rhetorical objects of collective and cultural memory: partisan,
communicative, seeking identification with the reader and the community, and having
meaning based in context; the way in which they are rhetorical is attributed to more than
their “legibility.” (Dickenson, 10, 25). This legibility, or readability, requires that
RAMTs are viewed as a kind of compound writing in the same way that compound
words make meaning from separate words. There is no simple reading of memory, let
alone the objects that act as carriers of memory in the way the monuments and memorials
do. For a fuller reading how RAMTs are contributing to public memory, the aggregation
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of their qualities and attributes should be considered, as should the context in which they
are emplaced and what kind of memory they hope to metaphorically write into that
context. Certainly, their legibility is tied to reading for meaning, and depends on their
presence in the public realm, which is itself a context. In order to have rhetorical
potential, the RAMTs not only act as epideictic texts-as-objects that re-present and
remind readers of the past, they also act as contributors to the public remembrance within
an environment of public memory, like that of the Old City. The public realm is one
context, the city itself, is the other.
Part of public memory, includes place and what happens there as contributors to
the idea of “public”; “place is not indifferent

. . . it is integral to public memory, which

is not merely situated in a public area, or literal ‘common place’, but enacted there.”
(Casey, 32). To be a public place means that bodies must traverse and encounter objects
of public memory through their location, their presences, and through the “common topic
[that] bonds the participants” by a memory of a person or event; “[p]lace lends itself to
remembering and facilitates it, at the very least, but also embodies memory itself.” (36)
Such is the case with the Old City in Würzburg. Reconstructed to resemble its Baroque
and “empire” architecture, along with careful restoration of the major churches in the Old
City, the buildings and public areas themselves act as a memorial within the a “tableau”
vivant of the city. The RAMTs, within this environment-as-context, take on a memorial
and historical function, as does the Old City itself, gesturing to the past and to
remembrance.
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The memorial quality of the RAMTs comes from their presence and emplacement
in the context of the Old City and in the context of being in the public realm. Because
RAMTs occupy space as architectural objects, the way they are emplaced in space, as
well as their relation to other memory texts, the surrounding environment contributes to
public memory. Location and emplacement—where the RAMTs sit, and in what physical
context—contribute to public memory as remembrance, as I will discuss in Chapter 3,
when I discuss the characteristics of emplacement as sequestration and distribution within
the boundary of the Old City as a public location. For now, it is enough to say that public
memory, as a collective and cultural form of public remembrance, is evocative and
evoked in locations of public access. Those places vary in the Old City, but still have the
characteristic of addressing persons, outside of private sphere.
The RAMTs are contextually informed by their public emplacement in the Old
City, and are rhetorical as “addressed,” (Burke; Lucaites and Condit, 3): being addressed
to someone, for purposes of identification, in this case to the public. That identification is
two-fold: one is identification via a call to a collective memory—itself a form of
maintaining identity—communicated across generations, through various means and
media, and identification of the Old City; the other is the Old City its history as a cultural
location and artifact, and as such, cultural memory.
The six RAMTs and their location within the physical context of the Old City
section of Würzburg are shown in fig. 1. The green semi-circle is what creates the edges
of the Old City. I focus on this area because the extent of the damage from the bombing
was concentrated in the Old City, and because the RAMTs are located there. The six
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RAMTs for this study are located only in the Old City’s section, and not dispersed
throughout the entire city of Würzburg, making use of the architectural and cultural
environment of the Old City, itself a reconstruction of a past. Largely reconstructed to its
pre-WWII shape and content, the city is “an external factor that triggers memory [of the
past],” (Olick, 120) that conveys memory of the past through building and memorials,
themselves, carriers of memory.

Fig. 1 An aerial view of the six RAMTs. Their locations in the Old City are marked by
yellow points. The green crescent is creating a boundary. Once a moat, then walls that
surrounded the city, the green crescent is the Ring Park, sometimes called The Bishop’s
Hat (Der Biscoff’s Hut), because of its shape.
Paul Connerton emphasizes the relationship between memorials and monuments
as “carrier[s] of memory” that are themselves, “powerful places . . . [which seek to]
memorialize, precipitated by a fear, a threat, of cultural amnesia” (27). RAMTs are built
to bring to mind a memory and to encourage remembrance, in an effort to address the
fear of forgetting; they are physical objects that convey remembrance. What is not
obvious is that the RAMTs are emplaced within the place of the Old City. They are a
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form of rhetorical topoi, Latin, loci, or seats of an argument within the context of a larger
topos/locus of the surrounding Old City. The RAMTs themselves are important topoi/loci
within an important topos, so it is equally important to note that memory and
remembrance happen in a certain physical place that itself forms a rhetorical context of
influence and environment.
The City as a Tableau and Artifact
Even after four visits to Würzburg, I still wonder whether Old City is like a
memory device, reconstructed to appear original and authentic, recounting through its
buildings and sites, a past; after the destruction of Würzburg in 1945, rebuilding the city
to look consistent with its past set up a kind of memory theatre that acts as an extended
site of remembrance. xxi Taking a walk through the labyrinth-like streets of the Old City, I
was reminded by buildings, streets, and open spaces, of Würzburg’s historical past,
meshed with its contemporary present. Churches, public fountains, and period-faithful
structures dominate the city as theatre of public memory, demonstrating remembrance of
a past that is easily within the view of the public.
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Fig. 2. Neumünster Church, in the Old City. Protruding from the second-floor
building on the right is a statue of The Virgin Mary. Rescued remnants from the
destructions, statues of Catholic saints and The Virgin Mary were incorporated into
buildings as the city rebuilt and adorn many outer walls of buildings in the Old City. D.Q.
Beltran. “Neumünster Church”. May 2019.

Fig. 3. A view of the Old City from the western region of Würzburg. The Old City
counts 19 churches and are a visible reminder of the city’s past and its history as a center
of Catholicism that dates to early medieval times. Christoph Rose “Sunset”. 2018.
www.Würzburgerzburg-fotos.de. Used with permission
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Fig. 4 The mixture of old and new, historical and current. The city is an environment that
acknowledges the City’s past. The restored fountain mountain near city hall,
memorializing key points in Würzburg’s history. Christoph Rose. “Rainy Weather in
Würzburg at the Four Tube Fountain”. 2016. www.Würzburgerzburg-fotos.de Used with
permission.
The reference to the historical of environment of the Old City, should not be
confused with historical preservation of the Old City as a historical district, or as
renovated tourist destination. The artificiality of such places as tourist destinations lack
authenticity because those places have been anachronized or improved to seem authentic
(Lowenthal, 554-7). But even though the Old City is a tourist destination, none of the
tourist maps, or books that I have read reference the Old City as a historical district. The
reconstruction of Würzburg over time included buildings that reflect the architectural
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styles of mid-20th, contemporary styles, so an artificial environment is not what I perceive
at work here. What is at work here is the Old City as a both tableau and artifact, that
create the context for RAMTs.
Considering the Old City as a tableau that forms a memorial context, akin to
cityscapes on a post card, these tableaus “know how to present what [the city] wants to
say [and] privileges a particular message” (Boyer, 367) that message, is the past as an
integral part of the present. Like a theatrical tableau, I see the dominant architecture of
the Old City to be an attempt to “bracket spaces as moments of space and time” (367) and
an act of historical remembrance, not necessarily a call to an ideal. I would go so far as to
say that, like Boyer, who quotes John Ruskin, “it is the duty of noble architecture to
speak precisely, to act as if it were a book of history, and to express its story well” (226).
The Old City did not alter its layout or design in a major fashion after the
destruction and held on to its medieval spatial arrangement, suggesting a respect for the
city’s past. After the destruction and through the reconstruction, the shape of the Old City
still carries the arch of the Ring Park, visible as the green arc that embraces the Old City.
Originally, the Ring Park was an early medieval moat, and then later, a series of walls
and ramparts that is known as the Bishop’s Hat (Biscoffs Hut). That ring shape (see fig. 1)
creates a boundary for the context that is the Old City section of Würzburg.
The architecture of the Old City, whether re-built to a specific period style or
newly constructed to be more modern, creates an “[a]rchitectural space [that] reveals and
instructs” (Tuan, 114) as a way to give tangible and visible voice to Würzburg as a place
revealing the city’s image of itself in both the past, present and future, as well as notion
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of itself as a context of remembrance. The old (albeit rebuilt and reconstructed from
remaining fragments) and the new are situated next to each other, as the city continues to
renovate buildings from the first and second phases of the post-war reconstruction. The
Old City, as an architectural space, is instructive. It instructs that, like may rebuilt cities
in Europe after the war, the past and present co-exist because the past carries with it a
memory of what was, and especially, what was lost.
Within the tableau and theatre of the Old City are the RAMTs, as a published
writing, are a mode of communicating memory that contributes to remembrance the 16
March 1945 attack. The objects are part of a community’s cultural tools that aid in
representation of the past (Wertsch 141), especially a past that the community, or at least
its leaders, find worth remembering. RAMTs, as Boyer and Wertsch characterize them,
are a “socialization, or an appropriation of a collective past through the consecration of
those particular places – those statues…and memorials that are supposed to provide a
material representation of a shared history” (22). The RAMTs contribute to the
community’s shared ideas of a past and its identity. The monuments and memorials of
Würzburg are “detached from individuals and embodied in the objects and institutions”
(Olick, Vinitzsky-Seroussie, & Levy, 35) as artifacts of collective and cultural memory.
The detachment refers to the texts as existing for a specific individual, but still addressed
to the community as whole. In this way, the RAMTs are memory texts that belong to the
public at large, though are primarily intended for the citizens of Würzburg.
As historical as the Old City is, with its pre-medieval origin, its religious and
political significance in Frankish and German history, its historical representations in
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architecture are not my focus; remembrance is. Still, I find that, as an artifact, the Old
City is an environment of remembrance. I caution that the term artifact should not be
mistaken for a relic. The Old City cannot bear that definition, since it was destroyed and
rebuilt to be largely reflective (in the literal sense of both words) of its pre-destructionbuilt environment. Of course, the city does have a mixture of the reconstructed old and
the constructed new. It is modernized, but still carries the flavor of the old-world, premodern buildings. If the prime motivation of a city is its self-perception, as Stephen
Kostokoff states, (15) then Würzburg’s self-perception is one of remembrance, carefully
plotted across space, by predictable moments of remembrance, carefully rebuilt to evoke
a past—the Falcon House, The City’s Cathedral of the Dom, Bishop Julius Echter’s
Hospital, the nineteen churches located in a less than 1 mile radius from the River Main.
Perhaps more than tableau, the city is an artifact of remembrance, is, as Kostoff suggests,
an “amalgam of buildings and people … the city as urban artifact with its mutations are
condensed continuities of time and place”, as if the continuity of a previous time and a
previous place persist; one in which “the city is the ultimate memorial of our struggles
and glories: it where the pride of the past is set on display.” (16)
As an artifact, the Old City demonstrates its social values of community,
historical importance, and remembrance; none of these are unique to the Old City, since
“few social values and actions are so abstract that they fail to be reflected in material
forms” (Conzen, 119, qtd. in Kostoff 25). Rebuilding a city in an image of its former self
is also not unique. What is unique is my position that the Old City is a built form of
remembrance and a context in which remembrance is made materially and publicly
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visible as an artifact of remembrance. The Old City creates a context for collective
memory, one that surrounds the RAMTs distributed through the city. In essence, the city
is both the artifact of a post card, and its tableau with scenes of the past, creating a
context. This context is paradoxical, only if the expectation is that the city’s
remembrance of the destruction is more important than its desired image. The Old City is
a material, architectural, and boundary context for remembrance; within that
remembrance are collective and cultural artifacts of remembrance that gesture to the
city’s destruction as part of the Old City’s fabric of remembrance.
An Overview of Collective Memory, and Cultural Memory
In the Introduction to The Collective Studies Reader, the authors explain that
“[w]hatever rhetorical power memory has, it is often those of us trying to characterize a
variety of memory products, processes and practices as related, [used by those] who
employ the umbrella term ‘memory’ to cover phenomena that are not obviously
articulated with that term” (Olick, and Vinitzsky-Seroussie, 35). Here the authors are
specifically using the term rhetorical to refer to “memory” as noun with qualifying lead
terms, like collective memory, traumatic memory, repressed memory, for example. The
rhetorical power this case would simply mean the inclusion of a qualifying term that
modifies the subject being studied. Labels like collective memory, cultural memory, and
the recognized interdisciplinary discipline of Memory Studies all contribute to
scholarship about memory, its opportunities and problems in the societal and public
realm.
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What follows is an overview of collective memory and the current, though still
developing, theory of cultural memory. By understanding the contribution of collective
and cultural memory, as well as the relationship to historical remembrance, I make the
assertion that RAMTs as a form of published writing contributes to memorialization. I
make the connection to the RAMTs as written modes of remembrance of the March 16,
1945 attack, as part of the rhetorical nature of RAMTs as markers of both collective and
cultural memory. xxii
Studies about collective memory followed the so-called memory-boom of the late
1970s and after. the so-called “memory boom” xxiii as “the interest in the collective
construction of a common past” fostered by “renewed interests by a variety of scholars
and the general public” (Boyer and Wertsch). Whether it was the advent of the Holocaust
being brought to the forefront of international awareness, the fall of the Berlin Wall,
concerns about multiculturalism, or the shift to the public turn in rhetorics, the concept of
“memory now had a location and object onto which rhetoricians could evaluate the
rhetorical nature of memory places and their contents: memorials, monuments, and
museums in the public realm. Scholarly literature proliferated,” (Houdek and Phillips)
and tended toward critical reception of places of memory, focusing on embodiment,
counter-memory, and the affective work of memory objects and places. Rhetorical
scholars like Carol Blair (1991), Victoria Gallagher (1995), Richard Marback (1998),
Brad Vivian (1999), to name a few, also found a home for their work on monuments and
memorials works and a receptive audience in rhetorical studies, and other disciplines. xxiv
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As a matter remembrance and public memory, post-structural and post-modernist thinkers
found history as memory to be suspect and the concern about historiography took hold
around the same time as the so-called memory boom. The concern about memory being
informed by history, and not the other way around was a focal point. Pierre Nora’s work
Pierre Nora’s 1989 “Between History and Memory: Les Lieux de Mémorie”, is a major
contributor to that concern and critique.
Some decades earlier, Maurice Halbwachs’ foundational works The Collective
Memory (1950/1980), The Social Frameworks of Memory (1925/1992) were translated
into English and German, gaining wide interest in scholars concerned with memory
history and their influence on society and historiography. Halbwachs put the idea of
memory and collective communities into focus, maintaining that no memory is possible
outside frameworks used by people living in society to determine and retrieve their
recollections. Halbwachs further explains says that history and memory are separate and
should not be conflated, since each have separate functions. This of course makes sense,
since Halbwachs’ ideas and theories about memory—no matter how social in
proliferation and perpetuation—are only realized by individuals.
The individual, remembering socially within group affiliations, was the individual
remembering via historical representations of the past, not their own memories. These
theories/ideas of a kind of “artificial substitutes for the living memory-culture of that
past” (Winter, 339) have proliferated because memory is no longer part of our lives, and
so needs to be recreated. Nora found that there was an overabundance of memory and his
work addresses the specificity of how memory is formed through a proliferation of
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mnemonic replacements, like street names, monuments, and memorials in France, that
harken to the glory of the French Revolution. Nora finds that individual memories are
influenced institutionally, and by physical, external markers. To Nora, national memory
(specifically, France) had been informed by institutionally sanctioned sites and their
naming. The result for Nora was a reversal of history in service to memory, not memory
in service to history. The reversal was so troubling to Nora that he called this new
memory that was informed by history “artificial”. xxv
Rather than engage the idea of history vs. memory, memory in service to history,
history as service to memory, I will simply restate Winter’s exhortation to adopt the term
“historical remembrance,” since it “has the advantage of avoiding pitfalls of the
conception of memory as vague cloud that exists without agency, and the pitfalls of idea
of history as an object story that exists outside of the people whose lives it describes.”
(314). I understand RAMTs to be published writing that works to make public an
opportunity for remembrance of a historical event. More importantly, I understand that
RAMTs seek identification and foster identity, because they are rhetorical, architectural
memory texts of collective and cultural memory.
Collective Memory
In the last third of the 20th century, discussion of the role of memory and society
always includes the acknowledgement of Maurice Halbwachs and the frameworks of
collective memory. The framework for the collective memory is its situatedness in the
community and society. Groups have their own ways of transmitting memory, from
family to other groups in which a person is affiliated and with whom they interact. Since
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an individual has multiple affiliations and interacts with multiple groups, the individual is
also part of varying social structures of memory that takes multiple forms, practices,
behaviors, rituals, etc. Thus, the idea of contextualized memories becomes important,
since a person’s group and community determine the context for maintaining memories.
Halbwachs will insist that memory is always socially informed through interaction with
others across affiliations and families (Irwin-Zareka, 154). He maintains that, because no
one remembers alone, memory is framed within a group’s context—societally and
behaviorally, as well and spatially within and across a community. That group, in this
study, is the citizens of Würzburg, whose memories are emplaced via RAMTs within the
location and memory space of the Old City. But instead of transmitted memory via group
behaviors and through person to person communications, the collective memory is
transmitted by the presence of the RAMTs in the environment of the Old City, as a form
of published writing that holds memory, metaphorically. By its presence and the visual
apprehension, the RAMT is an evocation of a group memory that is both generational and
social but belonging to the larger community of the City.
In the seminal texts, On Collective Memory (1952, 1980) Halbwachs introduces a
three-fold thesis, according to Patrick Hutton’s essay “Collective Memory and Collective
Mentalities: The Halbwachs-Ariès Connection” (1988). First, “there is a necessity of a
social foundation for all recollection” (312), because memory does not occur in isolation
because it is informed by social interactions with groups, like families, religious
communities, etc. Second, since the individual memory is societally formed,
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“the act of remembering is a hermeneutical process through which images of the past
are integrated into a present minded conceptual framework. The tendency of memory
is to reinforce larger cultural conceptions by "localizing" them images of space and
time. These places of the memory serve as concrete reference points for a group's
understanding of its living values.” (314)
Consider the memorial to the Dead of 16 March 1945, or Mahnmal, as it is called in
Würzburg. The word has no direct translation in English of which I’m aware. Mahnmal is
a cautionary memorial, erected as a reminder of what should not be allowed to happen
again. xxvi Not only is there a value in remembering the city’s loss from the destruction,
and in remembering those who died as a result of the destruction, there is a societal value
in not wishing to experience the same again. By reminding Würzburgians that the
destruction of their city was the result of war waged in their country’s name xxvii, they are
exhorted to prevent it from happening again.
Third, “the relativity of memory to the changing patterns of group consciousness
[means that] Memory selects from the flux of images of the past those that best fit its
present needs” (Hutton, 314). Thus, Halbwachs underscores the commonly held notion
that monuments and memorials serve the living, and not the dead. Extended, the Old
City, as it stands and looks currently, and its mixture of old and new meets the changing
pattern of a group consciousness that may serve the need for an identity that the city
needs to maintain implies a history and culture that fits the needs of the identity of
citizens, past and present. Certainly, there is a political and institutional angle to this kind
of selection of images in flux. The city’s governing body could have selected from its
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images of the past any number of ways to reconstructs the city and could have debated
whether to even memorialize the attack. Instead, it is apparent that one way to maintain
their identity as a historical, religious, and cultural center in Germany, was to rebuild the
city was built in an image of its former self.
The fact that Würzburg rebuilt itself over the past seven and a half decades to foster
and perpetuate its collective memory can be seen in the city’s painstaking care to restore
churches and historical buildings that reflect the city’s identity as a historical
location. xxviii Among the first buildings to be restored was St. Killian’s Church, where
the relics attributed to the Irish Missionary, St. Killian, now sit. Reconstruction continued
from 1945 to the 1980s in earnest, focusing on those structures of collective importance
to Würzburgians’ identity as an important cultural and religious center of life for
Franconia. While there are examples of architectural styles that reflect pre-WWII
apartment housing as well as contemporary office buildings spread across the entire city
of Würzburg, it is the reconstruction and restoration of the public buildings and churches
in the Old City that are the most significant in creating an atmosphere of historical value,
and of memory of the city as socially, and culturally important. The architectural memory
texts that followed, sometimes decades after the city’s destruction, act as markers of
memories that contribute to historical remembrance within the context of the rebuilt Old
City.
The collective memory and identity that Würzburg seeks to foster and perpetuate
then, is best understood within the context of the Old City—itself, a physical framework
of memory, to borrow Halbwachs’ term. Indeed, the Old City is a both location and space
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that is “spatial location occupied by communities [which] become etched by frameworks
in such a way that their particular perspective on the past comes to appear timeless–a
“larger and impersonal duration” (Middleton & Brown, 47-48) that marks the thought of
individual members, and “in which space becomes territorialized by collective memory”
(48).
Within the spatialized framework of memory, or even of historical remembrance, the
RAMTs in the Old City can be understood as texts of remembrance that foster collective
memory and commemoration, because of the collective actions that groups take through
behaviors of collective remembrance in group settings, like moments of silence, or
gatherings to remember past events on a designated day. Once such manifestation of
collective remembrance in Würzburg is the annual commemoration of the March 16
attacks. City-wide on this date, the bells of the city’s thirty (nineteen of them in the Old
City) churches ring for seventeen minutes from 9:25 pm to 9:42 pm. Persons in public
places persons observe silence, as the city remembers the less than twenty minutes of
bombing that destroyed most of the Old City and surrounding quarters. Citizens of
Würzburg, mayors, and survivors (increasingly, fewer and fewer) also gather at the
Memorial to the Dead of the 16 March 1945 (Figure 5) attacks to lay a wreath in
remembrance, and then process to the Church of the Dom where the names of the dead
are displayed (Figure 6).
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Fig. 5. Würzburg Mayors lay wreaths in remembrance of 16 March 1945. City
Archives, Würzburg. n.d. Estimated date, before 2018 installation of glass panels with
names of the dead.
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Fig. 6. A Black banner with names of the dead from March 16, 1945. The names
also appear on glass plates that surround the Memorial to the Dead of March 16, 1945 in
the Mahnmal Park. Untitled. Christoph Rose. 2017. Used with permission
In any form, “[c]ommemoration is a mnemonic technique for localizing memory”.
(Hutton, 315) The localization of the memory is found in the place where people gather,
and acts as a group identification by the presence of persons at the site, whether it is at
the Mahnmal or at City Hall. In this regard, the individual’s ability to remember is
transposed to the community at large (316). The commemoration—literally, comemoration, or remembering together—itself is rhetorical, and represents embodied
rhetorics of public remembrance that seek to understand how the group creates a
rhetorical response to memory as publicly displayed bodies. Whether the bodies that
occupy space at locations of memory, or occupy any space for the purpose of
remembrance, they are doing so as a collective group of public citizens who partake of
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memory in the public realm as embodied rhetorical activity (Phillips, 4) Much of the
rhetorical scholarship of the past ten years, critical in its stance, concerns itself with
citizenry and persons who engage in public commemorations as practices of resistance
and counter memory, or in creating a rhetorical situation through the presence of their
bodies and speech. xxix This this kind of scholarship, while important, is outside of the
scope of my focus on the RAMTs as themselves a mode of public writing that contribute
to the discourse of public remembrance. I do recognize though, that when a body
encounters RAMTs referring to the March 16, 1945 events or aftermath, they join the
collective memory of Würzburg. In this way, the bodies become living participants and
co-authors of an official memory through their very presence in viewing memorial texts.
The memory texts emplaced the context of the Old City evoke and continue a collective
memory with some modification. Admittedly, RAMTs are not themselves collective
memory, but they participate in the maintenance and perpetuation of collective memory
as a means to strengthen collective identity of Würzburgians.
Cultural memory
Where collective memory studies considers the circulation of values to be the product
of social behaviors, and beliefs that are repeated as the product of group interactions and
affiliations making them socially bound and perpetuated, Cultural Memory Studies,
recognizes the social aspects of memory, but also includes artifacts and media, as parts of
a mnemonic system of a culture. Those artifacts can be literature, arts, objects as media
that serve as cultural carriers of memory, and thus are communicative. Writing, already a
mediated form of communication, finds its contribution to cultural memory in archives
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and in objects that serve to provide a desired permanent storage of culturally useful
information. Ever since the advent of writing using fixed symbols, writing is a media
storage of cultural commentary and information. Itself “a metaphor for memory [that is]
… evocative” (Assmann, A. 142), writing seeks to make permanent that which is
impermanent, or at least receding from consciousness. We cannot store everything in our
minds, or on paper, so writing both stores and mediates thoughts about a past. To my
mind, there is no practical difference between writing about a past in book form than
there is erecting a monument or memorial. Both are media, both are modes of writing,
and both can evoke memory and the past, and both are artifacts of culture.
There are multiple ways of studying and classifying memory but few in memory
studies overtly acknowledge the rhetorical nature of RAMTs as a matter of emplacement,
even though, “the premise that social, collective, or public memory is communicative,
discursive, or symbolic” —and thus, another measure of being rhetorical—"is endemic to
modern memory studies” (Vivian, 12). The relatively recent work in Cultural Memory
Studies, as a discipline and as a framework, investigates and seeks to explain the ways
that society deals with and perpetuates memory through cultural means of transmission
(artistic, literary, etc.). Jan Assmann’s 1995, Collective Memory and Cultural Identity,
most notably introduces a theory of memory that incorporates social and cultural
practices, calling these communicative memory and cultural memory. xxx The RAMTs in
this study are emplaced in the every-day environment, and according to the basics of
cultural memory—an artifact created by humans for the purposes of memory within a
given culture—(i.e., monuments and memorials) are a form of communicative memory,
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within the realm of cultural memory. RAMTs, conceived of as writing, act as storage
mechanisms that can be accessed and used for memories of a community’s past
experiences, since “without organic, autobiographical memories, societies are solely
dependent on monuments to transmit experience.” (Erll and Nunning, 8). Perhaps not
solely dependent, but, important as metaphorical carriers of memory. More importantly
for my purposes, cultural memory as the successor of collective memory is fitting in
explaining the RAMTs’ memorial and cultural purpose in public remembrance.
Cultural memory recognizes what Halbwachs advanced in his seminal works on
memory: memory is generational, socially constructed, and is framed materially, and
socially. Connecting ideas about material frameworks of memory to cultural practices
and artifacts as contributors to cultural memory, cultural memory becomes a “metonym,
standing for the socio-cultural contexts and their influence on memory.”(5) The citizens
of Würzburg and their collective past, as well as the influence of the Old city as a context
of memory now have a metonym for the various actions and artifacts of memory:
RAMTs as cultural memory. Still, the field of Cultural Memory Studies does give a
more comprehensive theory than collective memory for the progression of social and
collective memory practices through artifacts, and through individuals who are part of a
cultural community, continuous, or interrupted. Where the term “cultural memory” seeks
to distinguish itself from sociology, anthropology, historiography, media studies, and
history—while not rejecting them—also folds them into a larger heading of how cultures
approach memory nationally, and regionally.
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Part of the way culture remembers is through artifacts and rituals. Although my study
of Würzburg’s RAMTs focuses on their rhetorical and spatial influence, there are points
from Cultural Memory Studies that help to explain them as written media, and whereas
they may be merely seen as objects of display. I say this because Cultural Memory
Studies is transdisciplinary and could begin to conceptualize RAMTs as written rhetorical
works of cultural memory, in the same way that is conceptualizes literature as written
cultural memory. Cultural Memory Studies sees works of humans, over generations and
thus time, to be artifacts of a community’s culture. These artifacts comprise literature,
museums, music, memorials and monuments, as well as practices like rituals and religion,
stories, myths, and histories about a community. As cultural artifacts, monuments and
memorials are both artistic renderings of a remembered past, as well as carriers of
meaning that define a culture and promote its identity. Beyond artifacts that perpetuate
memory, identity, and culture, RAMTs participate in remembrance; they are metonyms
of cultural memory and of public remembrance.
The Old City and The RAMTs: Collective, Cultural, and Historical
Regardless of the framework used to study memory, collective or cultural, to
acknowledge the rhetorical nature of memory texts is to acknowledge their contribution
to the discourse of public remembrance. One of the ways in which RAMTs act as
rhetorical texts that convey meaning and memory in Würzburg depends on their
publicness. Because of their purpose (to evoke remembrance) and their public locations,
the texts rhetorically contribute to a discourse of public memory of Würzburg and its
past. As texts in the public realm, the RAMTs appear in locations that are intentionally
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authorized, making them official memory texts that are available to the public at large.
Located within the Old City, the RAMTs also act as participants of memory and of
historical reference about the March 16, 1945 attack. They contribute to the public
discourse of memory and remembrance because of their publicness, as the memory which
“appears” before groups of the public (Phillips, 10).
The appearance, or visibility, access and circulation of objects of memory for
public use are cultural artifacts of memory; they are, as written objects, published in the
way that they make generally known their purpose by addressing an audience of viewers.
The publicness of memory comprises factors that are at issue with any remembrance
which may take physical form in the public realm: “appearance/loss, stability/instability”
Phillips, 10) creating a dialectic, like that of remembrance and forgetting. Indeed, the
RAMT as a form of public writing is created to bring to the public’s attention an
appearance of an object that marks a loss. There can only ever be a representation, a
literal re-presentation in appearance of the memory of the destruction when emplaced
materially in the public realm, since the city has been rebuilt. It is the publicness of the
RAMT that also encompasses a re-presentation of the memory to be shared with
members of the public, much in the same way that inscribing words on a paper are a representation of thoughts by the writer.
The emplacement xxxi—where and in what physical and spatial contexts RAMTs are
situated—informs the rhetorical communication, as well as a possible interpretation of
meaning. A specific method for reading and interpreting emplacement, using a guided
heuristic is discussed in Chapter 4, and examples of the emplaced RAMTs are fully
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discussed in Chapter 3. One of the attributes of the emplacement is its public circulation,
since “the term public memory refers to the circulation of recollections among members
of a given community” (Houdek and Phillips). The presence of RAMTs in public places
account for the circulation and contribution to public memory. In “its broadest sense . . .
[circulation] entails the acts of memory”, like erecting a memorial or monument or
visiting it, “that move beyond the remembering individual, to become shared, passed on,
and in this way, form a broader network through which people gather a sense of
collectivity. We are a public, one might say, to the extent that we share a set of
memories” (Vivian, 3). Where these memories are shared as part of a community they are
catalyzed by their place in and within the Old City. xxxii
In public realm, RAMTS become places for commemorative action that can be seen
and visible to the community; they are not private. An act of remembrance need not be a
group commemorative action, nor does it need to be initiated by person in response to
other persons. Just as the site of remembrance is physical, the RAMT is also physical
appearing in space, at a location. What people bring to the site, remember about the site,
or are persuaded by the site is also at work within the RAMT. The RAMT simply
facilitates individual commemoration, literally, remembering together.
Further, the commemorative act is not limited to an act of people acting in unison to
reaffirm communal ties and collective identification. As texts and as a mode of writing,
RAMTs are always already tacitly waiting to be seen and read because they are a form of
remembrance and the call to commemorate on behalf of a past that serves perpetuation of
an event or person(s). RAMTs enable a “[c]commemoration at sites of memory [a]s an
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act arising out of a conviction, shared by a broad community, that the moment recalled is
both significant and informed by a moral message. (Winter, 313) They are visible
reminders of a memory that is not necessarily retained by an individual but speaks for
and of the community’s need to remember. The “[s]ites of memory materialize that
message” (314) of remembrance as a means to maintaining a collective identity for
Würzburgians: at least as inheritors of a destroyed and rebuilt city who have not forgotten
the moral message of remembering their dead, as well as the efforts to rebuild. RAMTs,
like the Mahnmal, are a demonstration of the community’s identity, based on the moral
message of mourning and remembering the dead. So important was the conviction to
honor the dead that the Mayor and Councilmembers in Würzburg broke ground for a
memorial to the dead in May of 1946—when a greater part of the city was still
uninhabitable.

Fig. 7 The ground being cleared for the future Memorial to the 16 March 1945 Dead. The
building in the background was still unbuilt. MainPost article, 1946. Würzurg City
Archives.
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In this milieu of memory, xxxiii the Old City, RAMTs participate in historical
remembrance: both of historical note, and of memorial value. As Winter explains, “the
term “historical remembrance” has the advantage of avoiding “pitfalls with conception of
memory as a vague cloud that exists w/o agency, and the pitfalls of idea of history as an
object story that exists outside of the people whose lives it describes [since] . . .
remembrance [has] a capacity to unite people who have no other bonds drawing them
together…[though] historical remembrance has something of the familial…in it” (31415). As such, historical remembrance is an act of creating a unified identity, and RAMTs
present an opportunity for that identity remembrance, though they do so to primarily for
the citizens of Würzburg, so that they remember that their city was destroyed and rebuilt.
Where persons live can identify them as inheritors of that history; Würzburgians might
want to identify themselves as coming from a people who were bombed into neardestruction, and still rebuilt. So, through the memorialization of the bombing and
persons, “they…not only construct a narrative that is just history, and not just memory,
but a story that partakes of them both” (314).
Ultimately, sites of memory inevitably become sites of second-order memory, places
where people remember the memories of others. These sites both are and contain RAMTs
physical carriers of memory in the public realm. Their very function as part of the realm
is to convey and perpetuate memory, as well as to refer to a past and a history, so they are
a mode of historical remembrance. The opportunity that public realm gives RAMTs is the
capacity to be viewed as objects of display. Display of memory can be considered
rhetorical in its ability to make the objects of display visually available. But limiting them
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to objects of display would minimize their role as creations and continuations of
collective and cultural memory of Würzburg.
In addition to a context for remembrance, historical remembrance is what the
environment of the Old City seems to do. In and of itself, the Old City “does not merely
become historic because it has occupied the same site for a long time.”(Tuan 174)
Settled by the Franks in the 6th century A.D, and before them by the Alemanis in the 5th
century, Würzburg became a dukedom in the mid-7th century, and continued as an
important location for Catholicism in the region. Certainly, Würzburg’s Old City is
historic, in that it has (like any old city) a lengthy history. Part of what makes it historic,
is its participation in remembering itself through its presence in the present, since “past
events make no impact on the presented unless they are memorialized in… monuments…
and solemn festivals …that are recognized as part of an ongoing tradition” (174).
The Old City of Würzburg is an artifact and a context of remembrance, where there is
not a clear separation between history and memory, based on the types of architecture,
historical signage, and indeed, the very name of the Old City. In fact, separating history
from memory, as adversarial concepts xxxiv would do little to understand what the RAMTs
and their emplacement means rhetorically, since memory of the city largely takes the
form of historical reconstruction. Buildings, like the Falconhouse’s (Falconhaus)
exterior, were rebuilt to period specifications. Churches were reconstructed to their
medieval, baroque, or rococo splendor. Of note is the Bishop’s Palace (Die Residenz), a
UNESCO site since it first received funding at the urging of Cpt. Skilton, one of the socalled Monuments Men in the WWII European theater, who recognized the importance
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of the palace as an architectural and artistic master work. xxxv Other notable
reconstructions post-16 March 1945 include Julius’ Hospital (Juliusspital), the buildings
of Julius Maximus University, now Würzburg University, noted for its age (over 600
years old), and its fame for being the location where Roentgen worked on his X-ray
machinery.
History, in its common understanding of what happened in the past, and memory, in
its individual understanding of what happened, may have become conflated in the Old
City as a matter of attracting tourism. Certainly, that is the effect of any tourist
location. xxxvi Würzburg has much to remember about its history, and the Old City
maintains traditions, and an environment that showcases itself as a cultural landmark in
lower-Franconia, and indeed Germany. How the city has chosen to remember its
destruction is demonstrated in RAMTs as artifacts of collective and cultural memory,
written in fragments—like memory itself—distributed in the Old City.
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CHAPTER III
ATTRIBUTES FOR THE READER:
SEQUESTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RMATS

The four locations of the six rhetorical architectural memory texts in Würzburg
have been shown to have a rhetorical, architectural, and memorial presence and function.
What remains to be understood is the kind of the emplacement, based on the reader’s
perception of the object, as well as its location within the Old City. The emplacement
matters to the reader, since it creates an opportunity to engage the viewer in a memory
space and thus an opportunity to engage in remembrance. Up until now in this study, the
emplacement and the memorial texts’ position within the public, everyday realm
provided a largely unrefined explanation of encountering the texts. In this chapter, I focus
on the position and visibility of the memory texts to introduce the dual heuristic method
that is the aim of this study. Using a basic architectural principle of approach (getting to,
or approaching a structure), and notions of position (geo-locatable, as well as the position
of the RAMTs in the surrounding environment), a conclusion can be made about the
visibility and approach to the RAMTs. Because a viewer’s ability to encounter, read, and
then interpret the RAMT at its emplacement on the ground level, depends on its visibility,
I define visibility as a simple matter of how well the memory text can be seen from the
ground perspective, and from an aerial perspective. This visibility depends on two
apprehensible spatial attributes, sequestration and distribution, which account for the
emplacement and as such, need to be considered by the reader; neither of the two terms
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can individually describe how memory is operating rhetorically or spatially. These two
terms are so important to the encountering, reading, and interpreting six RAMTs that they
provide an exigence for the dual heuristic method of reading that I advocate. The dual
heuristic provides a guided method of reading as inquiry that takes advantage of the
reader’s perception of the RAMT on the ground level, and the perception from an aerial
view. Combined, the reader has two perspectives from which she can interpret how
RAMTs contribute to memory across a defined spatial area. Specifics of the dual
heuristic are discussed later in the chapter. For now, I will discuss the two terms that
inform the heuristic.
Sequestration and Distribution
Sequestration is a term I use for those locations that, while existing in the public
realm, are not immediately visible to the reader, or are positioned in such a way as to
suggest an obvious prominence of memory. While the locations in Würzburg’s Old City
and their subsequent emplacement may be somewhat obvious (The Mahnmal Park), they
are sequestered relative to the expectations of epideictic display, and accessibility of
those displays in an urban environment. Assuming that the rebuilt churches and other
historical landmarks are highly visible memory texts will sets the comparison for what I
mean by “obvious” in the public realm: easily perceived and easily locatable, easily read,
and easily recognizable. For example, the Neumann Memorial is not as visible as the
Bishop’s Palace; there are no signs, or paper map indicators that direct a viewer to them.
Additional examples of contrast are the memorials to the city’s destruction and the Old
Cranes (Alter Krannen); they are a matter of a few meters apart from each other, but lack
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visibility because they are emplaced away from the regular foot traffic that parallels the
quay where people walk.
In the Old City, expectations are stymied for when trying to encounter an RAMT
that refer to the 16 March 194 attacks. Any of the major landmarks, open public areas,
and even arrangement of streets make locating them difficult without a map. But that
supposes that the map would list the RAMTs. Further, even with GPS on my phone, I
walked by the Memorial to the Rubble Women & Men several times before I even
thought to look on the other side of the wall where the plaque is located. When these
expectations are disrupted or disturbed, it does not necessarily mean that the text is
incorrectly or inappropriately placed; it merely means that the expectation for high
visibility is lessened. Regardless of its visibility, the text is still an object of epideictic
rhetoric, and of remembrance. It is the location’s emplacement within the public realm
and its obviousness that determines whether the reader considers the RAMT to be
considered sequestered by comparison on contrast to its context.
Rather than dismissing sequestration as a failed attempt for a text to be integrated
into city’s discourse of public memory, sequestration can be used as part of an
interpretation about the rhetorical nature of memory and the texts which seek to reproduce and to evoke the reader to a call for remembrance. Concluding that the reader’s
perception of an memorial text as sequestered means that the RAMTs fails or is
insufficient at memory, merely because it is not highly visible, forecloses any other
possible meaning, and does not set the conditions for asking “could the way I read the
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object and its context be something else?” or “could the sequestration simply be a
component of meaning, and not the end of it?”
The term sequestration defies the customary practice of emplacing RAMTs in
highly visible, or even expected place. Their set-apartness is a visual difference that
makes them noticeable and recognizable as objects of public memory. Whether by design
or accident, the sequestration becomes a component of a larger discourse of public
memory that cannot be dismissed simply because of its sequestration. Once the
sequestration has been identified, the distribution can be investigated to establish the
relationship between artifacts as arranged in place.
The term distribution refers to the spatial distribution of the memory texts that is
made visible by a change in perception, one that acknowledges that the memory texts’
meaning cannot be understood in its fullness through a single perceptive angle.
Distribution is a term I use for those locations and their architectural memory texts, their
spatial relation to each other, and their arrangement across a defined area. The
distribution is based on how the architectural memory texts are spatially connected or
disconnected, using axial organization of the city’s crescent-shaped layout to account for
the texts’ emplacement, relative to each other. Because sequestration assumes that
locations and their artifacts will not be highly visible, or generally emplaced in those
locations where one would encounter them with ease, distribution is a way of thinking
about how the locations’ emplacement works differently than highly visible public
memorials and monuments.
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The distribution of the memory texts is interpreted by a change in perception, one
that acknowledges that the memory texts’ meaning cannot be understood in its fullness
through a single perceptive vantage. The consideration for distribution can be described
and explained through multiple means. One would be measuring the distance between the
objects, or walking from one location to another, and recording the distance, for example
by counting the steps traveled. This is reasonable, though that measurement technique
would use the experience of movement to and through spaces in order to arrive at
interpretation. Because this study is not concerned with movement, but with visibility to
the reader within the public realm, the locations and memory texts are limited to those
intended to be publicly available. Other methods, like Geo-Spatial referencing, while a
powerful analytic and descriptive tool, can’t be easily applied without introducing other
comparative points outside the area of investigation. That analysis would create a
worthwhile interpretation at a later point, though it is out of the immediate scope of this
dissertation. More importantly, the number and location of the architectural memory texts
are too few to support full-scale Geo-Spatial referencing. Still, programs like Esri/ ArcGIS® can be used to visually describe the reader’s encounters with attributes of the
memory texts as well as their perception of sequestration and distribution, as I will
demonstrate in Chapter 4. For now, aerial views that are available by mapping can give
the reader insight into the distribution of RAMTs, that are not available on the ground.
Kairos and Visibility
The “essence of analyzing the figure set against the space, surface, or groups
within which is resides” (Rowe and Koetter, 3) helps to reveal the fabric that is the Old
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City as well as the weave of RAMTs in the fabric. Like the weaving of opportunity for
remembrance in a city that is an artifact of remembrance, as discussed in Chapter 2, the
RAMTs are kairotic in the sense that they are connect to weaving in that they a present in
locations that are not highly visible but act as interruptions in the weaver’s warp; they are
taking advantage of the spatial “gap that momentarily opens the warp” (E.C. White qtd in
Sipiora & Baumlin, 17-18, fn. 2)”
The interruptive moment both spatially and kairotically of encountering a
sequestered memory text can be more fully understood when the reader’s perspective is
shifted from view on the ground, to an aerial view. From this shift in perception, the
viewer enacts a perspective that is tied to the physical object and is able to see the
sequestered emplacements as part of a total arrangement. As a result, the viewer would
change a literal perspective as part of gaining a different perspective from that of being
on the ground with the object. From the shift in perspective, the relationship of the
memory texts to the memory of an event is now perceivable and distributed in the old
city. So, instead of appearing as one-off, exceptional interruptions (though that may be
the case from the ground view), the objects now create multiple opportunities for
engagement. The reader’s shift from viewing the attribute of sequestration from the
ground level, to viewing distribution from an aerial view helps the reader understand how
memory is kairotically and spatially present, while seeming to be hidden. The weaving of
kairos, that is the weaving of opportunity to engage remembrance, is difficult to
apprehend on the ground level, so being able to see how the RAMTS are contributing to
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remembrance as distributed object, even though the objects are unevenly woven into the
city’s fabric, is made possible through an aerial view that mapping affords.
This shift also helps to reveal the relative position of memory texts to other major,
historical edifices. Arrangement against a central axis does not appear to be present in the
four locations that contain the six RAMTs. The major landmarks may be close to some of
the RAMTs, but hardly intersect them in ways that are visible. This is no fault of
planning, but of the way in which the city grew over time, and the seemingly intentional
effort to reconstruct the city’s edifices along an already established boundary condition
(the river and the Ring Park) and on known streets and alleyways.

Fig. 1 There is no clear organization around a N, S, E, W axis. Except for a general East
to West organization, the Old City’s layout makes any kind of organization around an
axis difficult. D.Q. Beltran, Sept. 2019, using Esri/Arc-GIS® maps.
The origin in the shift of perspective is the Old City itself. Perhaps it is the very
shape and organization of the Old City that calls for the shift. This could be a result of my
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poor wayfinding ability; or it could be the city’s organization that makes finding and
reading the RAMTs difficult. For me, learning how to take advantage of the Old City’s
legibility as a place, was more a matter of wandering and looking for patterns that didn’t
always emerge. If the Old City’s legibility is considered to be “visually grasped as a
related pattern of recognizable symbols” (Lynch, 3), then I had to admit that I couldn’t
grasp the pattern, unless that pattern was unpredictability. Over time (and several day
long ramblings throughout the arc of the Old City) I was able to recognize the
“landmarks or pathways are easily identifiable and are easily grouped into an over-all
pattern” (3).
RAMTs in place, and space
Attaching significance to the rhetorical architectural memory texts—sequestered
or distributed—requires an understanding of place and space. One has no choice but to
deal with what is in place, or at place, that is, what is at stake there.” (Casey, 338) What
is at stake in those places is, among many things, memory, hence the term “memory
places,” where it is “possible to draw any generalizations about memory places and their
predicated place-ness” (Dickinson, et. Al, 24-7). Their formations of memory, and their
rhetorical quality that set them apart in some ways from the products of other memory
techne,” (25) like cenotaphs, preserved historical sites, etc. Memory places have a
perceived credibility because the place itself is an object of attention. Set-apart from other
objects of attention, the place becomes a “signifier that announces collective identity” as
markers of history and of remembrance. (25) What “place” means, and what “sense of
place means” are as varied as the propositions about the nature and use of place is.
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Architects create a fixed place that the users and occupants of the resultant space give
meaning to, creating a “sense of place,” tied historically to the idea of genius loci, of
spirit of a place. Yi-Fu Tuan cites visibility as an important characteristic in the creation
of place. Place is whatever stable object catches our eyes, as we scan the landscape. (162)
Whether or not the spirit of the place is discernable where architectural memory texts are
located, the visibility of the place still matters. But that which is not immediately visible
does not lessen the importance of the place or the texts contained there; actually,
sequestration is part of the importance of the objects’ kairos, rhetoricity, and readability.
Understanding place as pause (Tuan, 6) that leads to an opening of the kairotic
moment, means not understanding place as fixed—though, in common parlance, it is—
but as understanding place as dynamic, and understanding place as position that contains
opportunity. The emplacement of the architectural memorial texts gives location to an
object: the places where the texts are, as well as the context that surrounds them have to
be considered in order to understand how emplacement works to contribute public
remembrance. Locational means and technologies can only tell us where a location is, but
not its context. xxxvii The context can have an influence on the visibility (perception) and
readability (reception) of the architectural memorial texts. The rhetorical space of
remembrance happens within the kairotic space, made possible by the architectural
memory text, since “Spaces come from places, not the other way around”. (Casey, 341) If
we agree that the space of encounter is made possible by the place as location, emplaced
object, or even event, then what would that matter to the reader’s view of the RAMT as
either sequestered or distributed? Of course, I agree with Casey that space can be created
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infinitely, but I find that the infinite space which activated by encounter with the
emplacement of RAMTs in space is only infinite in interpretations. This space of
opportunity enables myriad interpretations of the object and its place, but still stops the
infinity of space when the reader engages it and interprets it. Part of that interpretation is
attention to ways of reading the memory text that will yield a response by the viewer of
the text, who, upon encounter of the object, enters its kairotic space as a call to memory.
It is the way in which an object can be read and interpreted that matters for a few reasons
–the least of which would be a different way of conceiving the emplacement of
memorials and monuments so as to encourage a different encounter. And so, I return to
the concept of sequestered places within distributed places, and attention to them when
reading for possible rhetorical effect in the kairotic spaces that occur there.
The Sequestered Memory Texts and Their Sites
The four locations and the six memory texts that are discussed in this section, are
sequestered, set aside, but not “set-apart”. The signification of a memory place assumes
special importance as an object of attention, since it is set apart. I ask then, what of those
spaces within spaces and of objects that may or may not attract attention because of their
emplacement? Those locations, visibility, and even their function resists expectations of
public memorials and monuments as set-apart because of their low visibility. Even if
these locations and their texts are understood to be sequestered, their legibility is in no
way diminished because of their sequestration; in actuality, that sequestration becomes
part of the consideration for understanding the memory text’s participation in the
discourse of public remembrance.
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The emplacement of the RAMTs under discussion resists visible access, yet once
found, their visibility against the surrounding structures is recognizable. Each site meets
the criteria for sequestration because their immediate visibility is obscured by the
emplacement: memorials that are not immediately visible in and against the environment
in which they are situated, while at ground level, walking or riding. This visibility can be
obscured by the position (location) of the memory text, materials, immediate surrounding
environment, and type of signage.
Site #1a: Memorial to the Rubble Women and Men (Trümmerfrauen und -männer
Gedenkmal). Locate parallel to the Main River, the wall on which the Memorial is placed
faces away from the majority of foot traffic. A restaurant outdoor seating area flanks the
side facing the river. This sequestration is twofold: away from the major foot traffic along
the river walkway and placed on the wall that is at a right angle from the greenery
planter, making reading the plaque difficult when directly in infront of the plaque.
There is no signage directing a person on the ground to this monument. Its visibility is
limited while walking, and nearly impossible to view from an auto the streetcar that runs
along the parallel street.
Fig. 2 The memorial location, seen from
the south approach. The memorial plaque is the
terracotta-colored square on the left side of the wall,
above the climbing ivy. Foot traffic is more frequent
on the other side of the wall since the walkway on
the other side runs parallel to the Main River which
is a popular place to walk. Image: D. Q. Beltran
2019.
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Fig. 3 The view looking north. The
placard faces a street used by autos and street
cars. The plaque visibility is hidden by trees.
The sidewalk that runs parallel to the street isn’t
as frequently used as the other walkway
mentioned in the above figure. D. Q. Beltran,
2019.

Site #1b: Rubble Tram Car. (Trümmerlore)
Situated in a corner, the Rubble Tram Car Monument is placed in a corner of a
large granite building. The main road that carries little foot traffic, frequent street cars,
and automobiles, so the rubble tram car and its marker can easily be missed. Indeed,
when I took the streetcar that travels on the road alongside the river, there is a bend at a
small intersection, where the rubble tram car is placed, making it difficult to see from the
streetcar or an auto. The marker that contains the explanation of the rubble tramcar is
emplaced at an angle, which makes the accompanying placard’s script difficult to read.
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Fig. 4 Rubble Car view facing east toward the street, and away from the river.
The memorial plaque is behind the viewer in this case. Image: D. Q. Beltran, 2019.
Admittedly, it might make more sense as historic markers for the placard and the
tram car to be located closer to the main walkway that parallels the street. It would also
make more sense, as historical objects, to locate them on the walkway of the river, since
what the objects commemorate is the work that women and men did to clear and ship off
the tons of rubble left in the wake of the bombing. But, if we consider the space that these
objects occupy and their purpose of commemoration, memory, and memorial—not
necessarily history—their emplacement as sequestered allows less for touristic gawking
and more for contemplation. Sequestration then, present when the emplacement of
memory texts carries an opportunity for reflection, away from the foot traffic on the
Crane Quai (Kranen Kai), leaving the viewer to pause and reflect while the everyday
world continues around them. Perhaps it is the uneven distribution woven through the
Old City that facilitates individual thinking, reflection, and introspection. these
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sequestered RAMTs. And yet, the sequestration for this and the memory texts discussed
here is still a matter of public memory, since it exists within the terms of what is publicly
available.
Site #2: Memory Room at City Hall (Das Rathaus Gendenkraum)
Like most of the architectural memory texts and their locations in the Old City,
the Memory Room at City Hall (Rathaus Gedenkraum) is not listed on tourist maps.
Entrance to the room has no exterior signage pointing to its location from the street or the
tourist map. The tourist map (Figure 7) does list the City Hall. Unless a person is familiar
with City Hall and the Memory Room, it is not until she is at the placard (Grafenekart)
that she realizes that there is even a Memory Room. xxxviii The placard is approximately
seven meters from the ground level, and far above eye-level of most people. Angled
slightly downward to the alley so that it can be read, the Memory Room placard is written
in an old script no longer used, but consistent with other historical markers on the city’s
churches and sites where cultural, religious, or historical events happened, or important
people are recalled.
Approach to the memory room is from one of the major thoroughfares for the
city, Domstrasse, but without any signage it is not easily noticed. Located a ground-floor
room dedicated for the perpetual display of a Würzburg’s history from founding to
destruction, the room is doubly sequestered: at the end of an alley, in a room. The effect
of the emplacement may be to encourage access without stairs or elevators, but without
directional signage or previous knowledge of the room, it would be difficult to find.
Most Würzburgians, though, would be aware of the room, because it is attached to City
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Hall. I don’t think the sequestration is intentional, but more a matter of available
permanent space. Originally located on the third floor in a larger room, the room was
moved to a ground level space and designated as a permanent space. (Durnagle)

Fig. 5 The view from the major street, Domstrasse. It is difficult to know that a Memory
Room exists. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
Fig. 6 (left) Entrance to the Memorial Room. A metal
framed sign is the only other mention of the room in a
publicly accessible alley way that connects to City Hall.

Fig. 7 (right) The two placards, well above eye-level.
Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
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Fig. 8 (below) Tourist map and index. In German, it lists City hall as the original name
for the tower (Grafenekart und Rathaus), but no mention of a Memory Room.

Site #3: Balthasar Neumann Monument (Das Neumann Denmkmal)
The corner where the sculpture sits does not intersect with major thoroughfares or
is immediately parallel with them, as is the case of the other locations. Visibility is
limited by encounter, though the visibility of the Neumann architectural memorial text
rests in its difference from surrounding structures and its proximity to them. In the figure
below, the woman to the left is walking in a south easterly direction, and the woman to
the right is heading north. Both paths will result in crossing a minor thoroughfare before
reaching a major one, unlike the locations previously listed.
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Fig. 9 (left) The view from the side of the pub, facing east. Image: D.Q. Beltran,
May 2019
Fig. 10 View of the memorial obscured by trees. Depending on the direction of
approach, it may not be visible. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019
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Fig. 11 Approach to the Neumann Memorial, heading south. An outdoor seating
area of a pub at the far end of the plaza where the sculpture sits. The memorial is barely
visible. D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
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Fig. 12 The memorial is curiously emplaced for such a serious subject.
Surrounded by trees on two sides, a pub on one side, parked bicycles and motorcycles.
D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
Compared to the other architectural memory texts, the Neumann Monument is the
most sequestered of all the locations. Located on the corner of Ulmerhof Street its
emplacement is located within the everyday built environment. Surrounded by apartment
buildings, an underground parking garage, small businesses and a pub, the seven-plus
meters tall sculpture

contains no signage or

placard explaining

its emplacement or

purpose as a

memorial. Only when

one approaches the

monument, can a person

realize—with

careful reading of the

memorial—that it

has a relation to the 16

March 1945 bombings and purpose as a commemorative statue created honoring the
300th birthday of Würbzurg’s celebrated architect, Balthassar Neumann. Across the
bottom of the statue ais an inscription that references the destruction of Würzburg, and
Neumann’s 300th birthday. The destruction of Würzburg during the firestorm is carved
into one side of the monument, and the original, undamaged buildings are carved on the
other.
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Fig. 13 (above) The inscription on the base of the memorial is in German. It reads “to the
memory of the destruction of Neumann’s works in our city during the Second World
War, and to the rebuilding of our city”. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2017.

Fig. 14 The city in Flames. One side of the
main part of the sculpture depicts Neumann’s
architectural works like the Bishop’s Palace
and St. Killian’s Church. Image: D.Q. Beltran,
May 2019.

Site #5: Reconciliation Bell (Die Versöhnung Glocke)
Made from unexploded grenades, the nose of an unexploded bomb and its tail, the
bell sits back several feet from the curve on Martin Luther Strasse, a main street that
parallels the city’s Ring Park. The bell and its accompanying explanation marker were
emplaced in 2001, after its creator bought the land from the city to erect the memorial.
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The location was chosen because of its proximity to the city’s burial ground, and to the
memorial to the dead of the 16 March attacks. Travelling in a car on the main
thoroughfare that follows the arc of the Ring Park, the memorial is only briefly visible.
Located adjacent to the Memorial to the Dead of 16 March 1945, and at the entrance road
to the city’s cemetery, it seems prominent, yet its visibility and readability is better when
on foot.

Fig. 15 The view facing east from Martin Luther Strasse. On foot, facing toward the Park
that contains the 18 March 1945 memorial, and the side street entrance to the City’s
cemetery. Sounded by wooden crosses, foliage and tree cover, the Bell’s isn’t highly
visible from a distance. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.

Fig. 16 The view from the sidewalk of Martin Lither Strasse. Coloring and surroundings
make discerning the structure difficult in the summer. The granite marker on the ground
contains an inscription about the structure. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
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Fig. 17 The Reconciliation Bell, with the Mahnmal in the background. Image: D.Q.
Beltran, May 2019.
Site #6: Memorial to the Dead of 16 March 1945 (Das 16 März Mahnmal)
Its visibility, limited from the busy thoroughfare that skirts the memorial, is only
noticeable if one stands and looks to the right of the Reconciliation Bell, and toward the
city cemetery. The signage, though small, and carrying no official city logo, seal, or other
official designation, shows three crosses, and the words “Mahnmal 16 März 1945.” The
very term mahnmal requires attention. Unlike the placard to the Rubble Women and men, on the low but visible explanatory placard of the Rubble Tram car, or the
designation of the memory room at City Hall, or the Neumann sculpture, the words
denkmal or gedenknis are not used for the memorial to the Victims of the 16 March 1945
bombings. In German Denkmal means monument or memorial, and literally translates to
“think time, or “think mark”. The word Gedenken, means commemoration or
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remembrance. Both forms of referring to or evoking memory contain the word denk,
from the verb denken: to think.
Memorials that carry the word Mahnmal don’t contain the root of the verb
denken. Not because the viewer is not expected or influenced to think and remember, but
that the viewer is expected to understand the object or location in a cautionary context.
The word Mahnmal translates to cenotaph, and memorial whose purpose is a warning to
future generations and its meaning connotes regret, contemplation, and warning. Because
there is no English equivalent for the word that would adequately convey its meaning,
I’ve chosen to use Mahnmal, when discussing the 15 March 1945 Memorial.
Located a matter of a few meters from the Reconciliation Bell and a less than
two-minute walk to the city’s cemetery, the Mahnmal may be seen as curiously placed:
far back from the street, and nearby the city’s cemetery entrance. This sequestration I
interpret as respect for the dead buried underneath the Mahnmal. The location for the
memorial was designated in 1946, a mere one year after the end of World War II and has
not changed since its designation. The memorial area itself was amended in 2017 to
include glass panels listing the names of the bombing victims, the reason for the
memorial’s construction.
Fig. 18 The only signage directing a person to
the Mahnmal. It is barely visible from the
main thoroughfare that skirts the side street
that least to the city’s cemetery. Image: D.Q.
Beltran, May 0219.
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Fig. 19 The glass panels of the Mahnmal. Looking through them gives visibility to the
main thoroughfare but cannot be easily seen when on the thoroughfare on foot or in a car.
Image. D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.

Fig. 20 Glass panels listing of the names of the dead. Approximately 4,000 Würzburgians
were victims of the 16 March bombing and firestorm. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
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Fig. 21. The view facing westward from the edge of the Mahnmal. There are two
walkways that lead to the Mahnmal: one a few feet from the Reconciliation Bell, the
other at the far end of the Mahnmal; this image is taken from the latter walkway. Image:
D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
Of special rhetorical significance in the area of the 16 March 1945 Memorial is
the presence of memorials, monuments, and markers that both laud and lament those who
served in Germany’s past. The western point of the area contains a monument to the
soldiers of the Franco Prussian War; on the eastern opposite are two architectural
memorial texts to the fallen WWII Würzburg soldiers. In this way, the arrangement of all
the memory texts in the Mahnmal Park are a kind of distributed sequestration that works
to convey the plurality of memories that are themselves plural.
Both the WWII texts could be seen as a counter memory of the memorial to the
victims of 16 March, but their emplacement—within area of a memorial park, but still
outside of the glass panels that form a border—is, spatially, an appendage to the sunken
memorial. The two memorials, one on to the Franco-Prussian War Veterans, and the
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other to WWII German Soldiers, are at the east and western edges of the Mahnmal,
creating a presentation of tense memory at the edges of traumatic memory; the tension
between the memorials to German WWII officers and the trauma that was the burning of
the city. In this relatively small space, over 100 years of wars are represented, with a
visible outcome in the center.
The Aerial View of The RAMTs: Distribution
Facilitated by an aerial view of the city, the distribution can be seen in a way that
could be missed from an on the ground view, as shown in Figure XX. RAMTs do not
cluster, and their relationship to each other (other than the remembrance of 16 March
1945) is only at the sites where the RAMTs are within feet of each other, like Site 1a and
1b, and Site 4 and Site 5. Considering their arrangement in relation to a north-south and
east-west axis, there appears to be no relation. Considering their emplacement relative to
the three major landmarks, shows that only one comes close to intersecting the east-west
axis—the Memory Room. And even that is set back from the main street located largely
in an east to west path that leads to the de facto center of the Old City: The Würzburg
Cathedral. And none of these observations could be made easily from an on the ground
perspective. The second perspective helps to inform the first, by expanding the view to
include a larger that can more easily reveal the arrangement of RAMTs.
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Fig. 22 Significant historical and religious buildings denoted by orange stars. From Left
to right: The Marienburg Fortress, the Cathedral, and the Bishop’s Palace. Image: D.Q.
Beltran, Sept. 2019 using Esri/Arc-GIS® Story Maps.
While it is tempting to combine the noted sequestration and distribution of RAMTs
and then conclude that the memory of the bombings and the rebuilding of the Old City is
being moved to the margins of daily life, I disagree. Their sequestration makes
encountering them more poignant. In a city rebuilt in an image of its former self, the
sequestration provides a different set-apartness than would be possible if the memory
texts were as visible as the statue of Bishop Julius Echter in the middle of one of the
city’s main streets, Julius Promenade (see fig. 11below). Tucked behind a wall, or in a
corner, the kairotic space of remembrance that the artifacts induce and educe becomes
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more special than if they were obvious and highly visible. Additionally, the distribution
of the RAMTs demonstrates that the memory is distributed unevenly, and as smaller
kairotic moments that are fragments of a larger memory.

Fig. 23 The highly visible statue of Julius Echter. He was an important Prince-Bishop of
Würzburg. Image: D.Q. Beltran, May 2019.
Sequestration and distribution are the exigence for the dual heuristic method
explained in the next chapter. Reading the RAMTs more fully as a way to understand
how memory is conveyed and at work requires the two perspectives. I use the
culmination of the concepts of Chapters 1, 2, and this chapter to offer a method of
reading memorial texts that can be taught in a writing class.
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CHAPTER IV
READING MEMORY: A DUAL HERISTIC METHOD FOR INTERPRETING
RHETORICAL ARCHITECTURAL MEMORY TEXTS*

The attributes and qualities of the rhetorical, architectural, memory texts have
been explained as necessary components to being able to read a monument or memorial.
These attributes and qualities, discussed in the previous chapters—rhetorical,
architectural, spatial, and memorial—are employed as a method of interrogating,
analyzing, and interpretation of RAMTs. While I used the Old City of Würzburg to
discuss and demonstrate the attributes, qualities, and aggregate nature of RAMTs, they
are portable to any location where multiple RAMTs are emplaced. To demonstrate this
portability, the location for the applied method is the main campus of Clemson
University. The dual heuristic method was used in a Fall 2019 Advanced Writing Class;
examples of student work will be used to demonstrate their interpretations using the
method.
Summary of the Method
In this chapter, the individual qualities and attributes of RAMTs become
components with given attributes according to a modified rhetorical canon. The first
heuristic is done on the ground, using fifteen questions that are organized according
*Parts of this chapter are taken from by portion of “Digital Story Mapping”, written with Dr. Eda
Ozyesilpinar, in the forthcoming collection Methods and Methodologies for Research in Digital Writing
and Rhetoric, to published by the University of Colorado Press: WAC Clearinghouse.
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To the five canons of rhetoric. The responses to the survey questions are uploaded to a
shared map, using the coordinates collected while viewing the RAMT on the ground. The
second heuristic is based on the results from the survey questions used for the first
heuristic, using a change in the reader’s perspective. Using an aerial view of the RAMTs
that were read and then located on a collaboratively created map, the second heuristic is
used to discover the relationship between the RAMTs and their environment, including
characteristics that can lead to an interpretation about the distribution of texts. The
combination of the two heuristics provides the interrogation and analysis needed to make
an interpretation about the memory being conveyed in a public location.
Both heuristics employ mapping as an action and artifact. The first map is
populated by multiple personal placed on the map according to their encounters with the
RAMTs and the action of reading them using the attributes listed on the modified canon.
Once the map is populated, the second heuristic is used. The reading now looks for
spatial relationships over a designated area to interpret how memory is made operational
through emplacement: how memory material modes of public remembrance organizes
itself and is arranged across space through the emplacement of RAMTs. Of major
importance to the dual heuristic method of reading is the digital mapping capability that
enables viewers to populate a map with their findings, and then to take advantage of an
aerial view to make an interpretation of how memory is presented as a total arrangement
of memory texts.
Because this method is intended for writing classes as guided activity of
interrogation, analysis, and interrogating, this chapter is written with instruction of the
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concepts, considerations, and attributes of RAMTs in mind. By attending to the kairos
through the RAMT’s emplacement—the opportune moment created by their
emplacement in space—readers consider the qualities and attributes of RAMTs according
modifications to the Cicero’s framework of the canons of rhetoric.
Using the Five Canons of Rhetoric
The five canons of rhetoric (Invention, Memory, Arrangement, Style, Delivery)
provide the elements for the dual heuristic. Focused on helping students to identify the
rhetorical architectural and memorial functions of a variety of memorial, and monuments,
the canons were chosen for their analytical and generative capabilities. The canons
provide a framework for both heuristics. As an analytical tool, the canons are not a rigid
attempt to foreclose possible interpretation. When used as a heuristic, the canons provide
guidance for understanding what is at work in an RAMT opens possibilities through its
generative capacity. That generative capacity is realized through the reader’s analysis
using the canon, and then mapping the results from the analysis.
Regardless of the seeming stability of the canons, focus on them as a complete
system with discrete units was not always the case. Even Quintilian, paired some canons
together for reasons of instruction, as he notes in the first book of his multivolume
Institute of Oratory explains that he addresses Invention and Arrangement together, and
that Memory, and Delivery, will be discussed under the heading of Style. (1. Pref. 21–
22). Other historical changes to the canon include reducing the five precepts to two, with
a focus on style and its delivery, limiting the use of others. Still, as the disciplines of
communication and writing studies became interested in them, they raised the importance
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of invention in matters of discovery and ideation, as well as the applicability of the canon
to effective communication. The canon never went away, and in fact, James Murphy
links the five canons of oration to writing when he claims that any theorization of
composition as a rhetorical action is one that is based in the five canons (James Murphy,
225).
Using the five canons is not new to writing classes. The five canons sometimes
referred to as parts, faculties, categories, division, are the fundamental issues for rhetoric.
(Reynolds, 2). The five canons have not changed, though their individual use has. Some
cannons were dropped, others combined (memory and delivery). Of interest was the loss
of memory because of its perceived reliance on memorization. Francis Yates’
comprehensive work of memoria showed the development of systems of mnemonic
techniques, designed to assist orators with recall of topics, and with what we would now
call micro-organization, or attention to organization and sequencing of major points in an
oration (3-8). I focus on the canon of memory not as a mnemonic technique but as
component that should be thought of as what and whom are being remembered.
Indeed, the modified canon I use seeks to give principles of relationship and
organization to RAMTs as communicative objects. While I adapt the canons to create a
heuristic for reading monuments and memorials, this study is not the first use of a
modified canon. James E. Porter expanded the canon of delivery to include five topoi to
assist with invention in 2009, and Colin Brooke modified the five canons to describe the
elements of digital mediums of communication (Eyeman, 65-66). My modifications are
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designed to facilitate the reading of RAMTs by using the canons as a guide are listed
below, and in Figure 1.
Invention is modified from discovery and development, to literal means of
physical discovery: how does the reader encounter the object? What are the means
and modes that assist with that discovery?
Arrangement is modified from in (what? invention?) what order to present the
contents of a speech to an audience, to spatial considerations for the reader: How
is the RAMT arranged in and across space? What abuts, surrounds, and
juxtaposes the RAMT. Where in space is the object?
Style has been modified from words used to materials used to construct the
RAMT. As a mode of writing across a space the style of the RAMT doesn’t use
words to convey meaning or influence but materials: metal, stone, glass, etc.
Memory has been modified from the use of artificial memory for purpose of recall
to the person(s) and/or event(s) referenced or invoked in the RAMT. The RAMT
as a memory text is a kind of mnemonic that encourages recall and remembrance,
and modifying this canon helps the reader to recognize that.
Before I move on to the final canon, it should be noted that over the centuries, the canon
of memory was either discarded or combined with delivery. John F. Reynolds’ 1993
Rhetorical Memory and Delivery is a collection of essays that seek to return the canon of
memory to it much needed position among the other canons. Interestingly, Rhetorica Ad
Herennium calls memory “the custodian of all parts of rhetoric”. In classical rhetorics, a
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rhetor would need to memorize speeches or at least create a mnemonic by which he could
access his memory for content, order, and organization. Memory is, in this case a
question of what to remember in what order to an audience. My modification shifts
memory to be what or whom is remembered and delivered in spatial arrangement, in
anticipation of an audience who views and reads the conveyed memory.
By extending memorials and monuments on the campus to include other
indicators of remembrance (building names, buildings, street signs, banners, etc.), the
extent of who and what are remembered is made richer. Because these objects still meet
the criteria for rhetorical, architectural memorial texts, emplaced with the goal of
encouraging remembrance, I ask that students consider those objects as RAMTs as well.
Classical
Canon

Current
Canon xxxix

Aim

Inventio
Discovery of
contents

Invention

Discovery and
development of an
argument

Disposition
Division in
parts and
arrangement
of those parts

Arrangement

Arrangement and
organization

Presentation/
Elocution
Tropes,
figures of
speech, word
choice,

Style
Word choice.

Style (register: hi,
low, medium)
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Modified Aim
Means and modes for
discovery; the first step in
discovering what is being
presented as an argument;
how something
contributes to the
rhetorical situation of
public discourse.
Organization and
arrangement of the text;
how relationally located
with other texts in the
environment; what
surrounds or juxtaposes
the text.
Presentation of the text
(not display); elements
(materials) and
appearance of the text to
convey simplicity,
complexity.

sentence
structure
Memoria
Mnemonic
devices

Memory

Actio
Delivery
Use of visible
gestures,
control of
voice

What and / or who
has been committee
to memory, to be
evoked
Visible
apprehension /
perception of the
object

Kinds of memory of
person(s) or event evoked
(social, historical, etc.)
The object's visibility:
Public, semi-public;

Fig. 1 The Modified 5 Canons of Rhetoric

The Canon as Heuristic
Cicero, in On Invention, says that the five canons, provide “the material of the art
of rhetoric” (I.vii.9). Kathleen Welch names the five canons “the most (1) complete and
critical method ever devised for analysis and production of discourse”. It is in this regard
that I use the canon: a heuristic for analysis and generation of discourse of public
remembrance. The five canons are used as heuristic, or a guided method of discovery
which aids the reader’s process of analyzing, interrogating, and interpreting that RAMTs.
Cicero’s five canons, taken from the divisions in Aristotle’s Rhetoric, are
ultimately a process of discovery and decision making, based on arrangements, and
places. Thinking of the canon as the first-level of material for a rhetor, there are other
layers: topoi (places to introduce a topic for use or refutation) further divisions of oratory
content and order were intended to be internal; that is, the rhetor worked through them
herself. The step at which a rhetor begins to think about organization and arrangement is
inventio in Latin, and heuresis in Aristotle’s Greek, both are derived from “finding”:
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finding what is at issue, finding what can and should be said, to whom it is being said,
and even the most fitting way to say it. The canon, and the further division of the parts of
oratory (Ciceronian or Aristotelian) is not my aim, here. My aim is to demonstrate the
modifiability of the canon as a means to guiding a viewer’s reading of a memory text for
the purposes of making an interpretation. Similar to the method I advocate for reading
and responding to RAMTs, within the five canons there is a structure that acts as a guide,
helping to arrange attributes in a way that is manageable for the reader.
We cannot engage in a conversation with RAMTs, but that doesn’t mean that the
RAMTs aren’t contributing to a rhetorical discourse of remembrance. Though through
their very definition and presence they attempt to engage the reader in a rhetorical act of
remembrance. As I mentioned in Chapters I and II, RAMTs are not mere display; they
are carriers and communicators of remembrance (Erll and Nunning 108-10) that invoke
and evoke remembrance through their manifestation of a kairotic moment. When they
invoke memory through their construction and emplacement, there is an opportunity to
read them, which is evocative. The dual heuristics used, one based on encounter with the
object from a ground level and the other based on reading the distributed emplacement
across space, help to more fully understand how remembrance is conveyed.
In place of a rhetor discovering what to say and how to say it, the modified canon
as a heuristic offers a means of discovering what is being communicated by the RAMTs.
Aristotle’s understanding of heuristic as techne (artistic means) harnesses the ability to
discover the means of expressing our thoughts and sentiments effectively to others
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(Herrick, 49) is reversed to determine what is meaning expressed to the reader, and how
the reader can discover it.
The heuristic functions as a discovery of facts, and can provide insights to the
rhetor (Enos, 4-5). The facts about the person(s) or events(s) invoked by the RAMT may
or may not be known at the time of the viewer’s reading. The fact that someone has
erected a sign, banner, building, or memorial is known; for what reason may not be. What
is not known is how the object conveys memory according to its aggregated meaning,
coupled with its emplacement. The insights into how the memory text is working—
rhetorically, architecturally, spatially, and memorially— is the aim of the dual heuristic
for the reader. Richard Young visualized a rhetoric for the "discussion and exchange of
ideas" (Young, Becker, and Pike 8), one in which a heuristic had a role, just as my dual
heuristics have a role as instruments of discovery that facilitate a discussion and
exchange on the collaboratively student-populated map.
The Canon as Analysis and Generation of Ideas
The cannon as an analytical tool is not a rigid attempt to foreclose possibly
interpretation, but, when used as a heuristic, provides guidance for understanding what is
at work in an RAMT opens possibilities through its generative capacity. The aggregate of
characteristics, qualities, and attributes that comprise the RAMT are analyzed through the
modified canon; the generative capacity is realized through the reader’s analysis using the
canon, and then mapping the results from the analysis on a collaboratively studentpopulated map. Additionally, the importance of emplacement that contributes to kairos is
present in both heuristics: By attending to the kairos through the RAMT’s emplacement,
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that is the opportune moment created by their emplacement in space, readers analyze the
memory texts that they respond to, and consider the opportune moment created to come
to an interpretation about how memory is conveyed.
The analytical portion is most noticeable in the first heuristic. The list of
questions, based on the modified canon that accommodates the rhetorical, architectural,
spatial, and memorial attributes, students respond to questions: what is the name of
memorial object? What does it look like? What is its geographical position? What
surrounds it? What are its components? What is its style? What extent is the object
visible? Responses to these questions are uploaded to a digital campus map that is
available to students. The responses generate a second interpretation is made possible by
shift in the reader’s position. This change helps students to grasp the difference between
the spaces of memory they encounter, which may be sequestered, and the spaces that the
memory texts occupy across a defined area. Through the change in the reader’s physical
position and perspective on the ground to an aerial perspective made possible through
their map, students begin to understand that space is not static and any understanding of
the importance of space and emplacement “is always from the position of the
observer...a change in position or perspective, reveals a different spatial order” (Peters &
Kessl, 25).
The second heuristic is guided by specific questions asked in a classroom setting,
and are intended to assist in interpretation of how memory is working across the mapped
area: Where do objects of similar themes cluster? Where do they not cluster? What effect
does context of the university, its history, and the idea of “memory” have on the
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arrangement the memory texts have on the area they’ve selected? Is their emplacement
creating an opportunity to remember? If so, what? The answers to those questions, move
from analysis to generating and interpretation of the presentation and re-presentation of
memory and remembrance on the campus.
Reading Mapped Memory
The purpose of the course was to have students understand that architectural
memory spaces and places (like historical homes) and architectural memory texts (like
monuments, memorials, and their associated signage and placards) work to influence
opinions and thoughts, making those space and objects rhetorical. The first part of the
semester was spent understanding how space is created socially, materially,
architecturally, and institutionally. We unraveled the conflated terms ‘memory’, ‘history’,
‘tradition’, ‘heritage’, and ‘nostalgia’, as we worked to understand what was being
presented and re-produced in “historic homes” --homes that were former houses of
plantation owners who used enslaved labor. From there, we were able to address what I
thought was the most obvious “historic building on campus”: Fort Hill, the original home
to John C. Calhoun Home, and later home to the founder of the university. Despite the
prominence of the home (multiple signs directing visitors to it, signs that proclaimed
Calhoun as a man of national importance, its visibility from no less than four dormitories,
one of the campus’ bus routes, and directly across the street from the campus’ main
dining hall), I was surprised to learn that several of my students in each of the 19 person
sections did not realize that Fort Hill was a plantation manor; nor did these students know
that Fort Hill’s original owner Calhoun was an ardent racist, or that the university’s
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founder deeded the building and its surrounding lands to a board of trustees with the
intention that the building remain part of the campus. The campus has a racist history,
and a racist present if one considers buildings named after noted white supremacists
Benjamin Tillman, and Strom Thurmond.
The aim of the course was to let students know that the campus was populated
with “memory texts”, and that remembrance was readable, and proliferated throughout
the campus. I extended the scope of memory texts beyond monuments, memorials, to
include signs, building names, and street signs as legible texts of memory. As texts, they
are readable, understandable, communicative objects that require a different kind of
reading approach beyond simple perception and description. Their function as memory
texts was an aggregate of attributes: rhetorical, architectural and spatial, as well as
memorial.
To that end, a dual heuristic method with user-created maps as tools of invention
was used. Using participatory mapping, each student used the Esri/Arc-GIS Survey123®
program loaded to their smartphones. The survey presented questions about the
rhetorical, architectural, and spatial attributes of memory texts according to the modified
version of the rhetorical canon. As students traversed the campus looking for memory
texts, they completed their surveys on their smart phones. Figure 2 below contains the
survey. The geographic locations and images of the memory texts were also input to the
Esri/ArcGISSurvey 123® questionnaire that automatically populated an unlabeled map of
campus, based on their position on the ground, and their embodied encounters with
memory texts. The initially unpopulated map eventually contained pop-up information
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for each student’s Survey 123® responses to memory texts that students would later use
to analyze the location, and characteristics (rhetorical, spatial, and physical) to understand
how the memory texts conveyed meaning about who and what is remembered on
campus.
Question
1: Image
2: Location
3: Invention

4: Invention-2

Description
Upload image of RAMT
from phone
Enter GPS coordinates from
phone
Means and modes for
discovery; the first step in
discovering what is being
presented as an argument;
how something contributes
to the rhetorical situation of
public discourse.
(sequestration)
approaches to / circulation
in and around the text

5: Elocutio/Style

Presentation of the text (not
display); elements
(materials) and appearance
of the text to convey
simplicity, complexity.

6: Elocutio/Style-2

color

7:
Dispositio/Arrangement

organization and
arrangement of the text:
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Choices
Latitude & Longitude
values
Directional signs
Paper map
Digital map
None / unintentionally
found

Sidewalk
Walkway
Stairs
Connecting structures
Hallways
Other
Stone
Artificial Materials
Metal
Glass
Water
Cement
Brick
Wood
White
Terracotta
Red
Brown
Gray
Other
Mainstreet / Thoroughfare
Minor Street / Side Street

8: Dispositio /
Arrangement -2

9:
Memoria/Memory
10: Memoria/Memory –
2

what abuts, juxtaposes,
parallels the text
Co-located with other texts
in the environment; what
surrounds or juxtaposes the
text.

Intersection
Building
Trees
Open space
Other memory texts

Person(s) or event(s) evoked Person
in the text
Persons
Event
Events
Types of person(s) or
Social
event(s) evoked
Historical
Political
Athletic
Academic
Religious
Military
Other

11: Memoria/Memory -3

Mode in which memory is
Alphabetic (words)
communicated or referenced Architectural, (sculpture,
building, monument)
Visual (graphics, images,
symbols)

12: Actio/Delivery

The objects’ context

13: Actio/Delivery – 2

The objects’ visibility
(sequestered, partial
sequestered)

14: Actio/Delivery – 3

The environmental &
regional context
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Public
Semi-Public
Other
Unobstructed
Partially obstructed
Obstructed
Eye-level
Above eye-level
Below eye-level
Indoors
Outdoors
Central campus
South campus
North campus
East campus
West campus
Athletic District

15: Actio/Delivery 4

What impedes texts visibly
and access (sequestration,
partial distribution)

Trees
Greenery
Buildings
Signage
People
Other Structures
Other

Fig. 2 The Survey 123 questionnaire that students complete in the field.
The next heuristic involved students (groups of up to 4) viewing the pop-ups
change in perspective, grounded in their own experiences and experiences of their
colleagues facilitated their interpretation of the memory texts as carriers of memory based
on where they were emplaced, what surrounded them, how the texts conveyed meaning
about memory, and specifically, whose memory was facilitated by the change in
perspective.

Fig. 3 An example of a collaboratively populated map. This Esri/Arc-GIS® map was
completed by students, based on their individual Survey123® field results.
Students could now see spatial connections and presence of memory based on the
memory object’s emplacement. Students’ responses to a memory text’s emplacement (its
location, juxtaposition to other memory texts) and how they read it would create their
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interpretation of what they experienced, rather than what they were shown, as was the
case with digitally available maps of campus authorized by the university.
Reading and Mapping the Encounter
Admittedly, the method of reading was guided, and the digital tools prescribed.
Still, students had choices both at the first heuristic, second heuristic, and ultimately, their
StoryMap® which contained their interpretation of what was being conveyed on campus
as worthy of memory demonstrated the choices they made. The decisions students made
to include and describe a geo-located memory object in the Survey 123® program, reveal
what the map maker decides. Because an entire class is responding to these objects by
completing a questionnaire about spatial, rhetorical, and memorial significance, students
have to look more intently at objects of memory that their peers have described, and look
more intently at what has not been identified as a memorial text. This in turn opened
more possibilities for what can be considered a memory text. Further, the decision they
made to include or exclude these objects as part of their understanding of spatial relations
(similarity, grouping, juxtaposition, manner of approach) when they viewed the
populated map, gives the map maker choices that illuminate some discoveries, while
minimizing others. For example, by including signage like banners and historical markers
as memory texts, one group of students found a cluster of activity about Clemson’s
historical past and legacy that marginalized the enslaved persons who made the Ft. Hill
property possible. Another group chose to focus on building names as memory texts,
avoiding typical monuments and placards to reveal their experience of being black
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students on a campus with two buildings named after notable racists, set on a north-south
axis.

Fig. 4 The collaborative map with students’ memory texts located. Students could
expand and zoom in on the map, allowing them a more defined view of the memory texts
in each area
Of importance was each student’s embodied experiences that were brought to
bear on their encounters with RAMTs. The use of digital mapping as it enables students
to compose and tell a story of their embodied experiences, reading emplaced memory
texts, across space, calls into operation Deborah Hawhee’s (2006) understanding of
Wayne C. Booth’s definition of rhetoric as the opportunity to engage and respond to “the
entire range of resources that human beings share for producing effects on one another.”
(Hawhee, 158; Booth, xi). Envisioning students as the authors of their own individual
embodied experiences, I sought to provide them with the idea that mapping is another
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form of linguistic text, and this other mode of writing that requires attention to discovery,
just like the process of composing a typical research paper or essay, justifying the course
as an “advanced writing course”. Mapping afforded students with a tool that centralizes
spatial stories and the embodied experiences in the environment, putting the emphasis on
action as response, through invention and discovery.
The method of reading that students practiced requires movement, bringing into
being the reality that movement makes possible the transformation of location to place;
they are not looking at points on a map, they are reading objects in space and then placing
them, digitally, on a map. Digital maps--or any map--can provide information about a
location: geographical coordinates, directions to and from, approximate distance between.
As embodied readers, students learned that they are only temporarily in space as they
move. I asked that the movement through space be slowed down, giving it attention to
what is going on in the spaces in, and around, the memory text. In this way, the
temporary nature of traveling through space was slowed and halted in order to consider
the emplacement of memorial texts when they encountered them and moved past
them. The ability to recount that travel and the encounters with memorial texts, along
with the ability to share interpretations of both is made possible through the digital tools
used during the first and second heuristic. The interpretation comes in the form Ecsri Esri
StoryMaps® and creates a storyline from which students can form an argument to
support their interpretation of the memory being presented by the university.
Digital mapping with Esri/Arc-GIS® made the heuristics less abstract. This was
helpful, since mapping made preparatory discussions about kairos and space more
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comprehensible. First, I capitalized on the concepts of place and space that create both
context, situation, and response. Developing a critical understanding of space is what
students should develop as they engage in the process of interrogating, analyzing, and
interpreting through their use of mapping. The use of the heuristics as internal thinking
made visible via maps facilitated the interpretations, they presented in their digital artifact
of an Ecsri StoryMap®.
Students had to position themselves as active observers and accidental
participants in the memory landscape that is the every-day situation of university’s
campus. The every-day environment of the campus not only provides a fruitful research
location, it also facilitates ease of access into the traditional memorialization in the form
of physical objects. Their investigation into the spatial emplacement of these physical
“memory texts”, made students as agents and objects of a kind of Burkean identification
as they build their digital projects (Greer and Grobman, 7). Their investigations relied on
reading and responding to memory texts as emplaced objects which have meaning in and
of themselves, as well as memory texts that conveyed meaning when considered as
objects with a relationship to the context of the university and the memory it
conveyed. To do this, and to prepare them for relying on the descriptive nature of digital
mapping and its role in arguing their interpretations, students had to understand the
relationship between space and place.
The difference and relationship between these terms are instructive, since
understanding them helps to maximize the use of digital mapping in students’ writing.
Scholars of rhetoric sometimes use the term space/place to denote that relationship
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(Senda-Cook, Middleton, and Endres, 3). I ask the students to consider space and place as
separate, but relational. Space is relational to place and could be made more visible with
maps. As Setha Low writes “space and its arrangement and allocation are assumed to be
transparent, but as Henri Lefebvre (1991) asserts, they never are” (34). Instead when
critically examined, space and spatial relations yield insights into unacknowledged
biases, prejudices and inequalities that frequently go unexamined in the students’
campus. Place and space can create a frame of reference, if not a framework of influence
or limitation to their interrogation, analysis, and interpretation of memory texts, like
memorials, monuments, placards, street names, and building names. I asked students in
the course to consider that framework, as a means of discovering what is at stake
rhetorically, with memory texts.
Combining spatial awareness and the frame of place to the descriptive capacity of
maps, suggests the notion that “mapping is particularly instrumental in the construing and
construction of lived space” (Corner, 89). In this active sense, the function of mapping is
less to mirror reality than to engender the re-shaping of the worlds in which people live
(89). This combination of reading objects and their spatial arrangement, along with
making digital maps, enables students to engage in a form of discovery and analysis that
simply reading a map does not enable. Further, the combination enables students’
interpretation of their experiences with memory texts. As I will explain, the use of two
heuristics depend on the action of reading and creating a digital map that informs their
interpretations of how the emplaced memory texts are working to influence and
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perpetuate public memory. From there, students use the map to discover how
emplacement is working to perpetuate a memory as the theme for their interpretation.
Two Interpretations
As the small groups discussed the populated map, they made decisions to include
or exclude memory texts that they viewed on the collaborative map, as part of their
understanding of spatial relations (similarity, grouping, juxtaposition, manner of
approach) as well as the responses to their peers’ surveys. They were able to make
connections between how the memory texts are arranged on campus. Some students
would invariably choose some memory texts as more important than others, based on
their experience and positionality as college students. The interpretation of what students
saw both on the ground and in the aerial view of the collaborative map was theirs to
make, and theirs to voice in the project artifact of a digital story map. What matters was
not the story map, per se, but which memory texts students chose to highlight as part of
their reading of memory on campus.
One group of students focused on signage like banners and historical markers as
memory texts and found a cluster of remembrance about Clemson’s historical past and
legacy that marginalized the enslaved persons who made the Ft. Hill property possible.
Another group chose to focus on building names as memory texts, avoiding typical
monuments and placards to reveal their experience of being black students on a campus
with two buildings named after notable racists, set on a north-south axis. Below are
examples of the memory they read, mapped, and the story they shared. The resultant
small groups’ StoryMaps® demonstrated the students’ newly acquired way of applying
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Royster’s “creative imagination”, interpreting what, in most cases, was the public display
of a memory that the institution perpetuated, and what their understanding of that meant
to them as students.
Example 1: “The Axis of Whiteness”
In the case in, using the concept of axial progression and organization around an
north/south east/west axis determined that the memory texts worked together and across
space to project a memory of whiteness, in what they called, the “Axis of Whiteness”
(see fig. 5)Buildings named after of white supremacists were located at the north and
south vertical axis. The campus library, was interpreted to be a larger, more prominent,
modernized version of a plantation home, located at the intersection of the east to west
axis. In their digital story map, they were able to support their interpretation that the
university was reminding students of its whiteness. When sharing their digital story maps
with their course peers, the black students who made the interpretation were just as
surprised as their course peers in discovering the tacit racist message being perpetuated as
memory. Their digital story-map recounted, location by location, what was being
presented on the “axis of whiteness”. They noted that Ft. Hill, white with pillars was a
repeated theme for the Cooper Library, and Watt Center, and noted that the Strom
Thurmond Center was a construction that replicated the shape of the outdoor auditorium,
and that its tiers with stairs reminded them of Thurmond’s infamous 24-hour filibuster of
the 1957 Civil Rights legislation. The building looked like a gallery with inverted
proscenium arch, giving tribute to the vexing nature of Thurmond’s oratorial skills and
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message.

Fig. 5 One group’s interpretation of campus memory texts. They selected buildings and
their emplacement around what they called “the axis of whiteness”.
Example 2: “Competitive Clustering”
Another group found that the cluster of signs on the campus’ small, but welltraversed quad (adjacent to Fort Hill) contained an over-abundance of historical signs and
banners touting the historical significance of Ft. Hill, it’s owner, and family. Most of the
large banners had images of the university’s founder, Thomas Green Clemson, and his
wife Anna Calhoun Clemson. Only two banners contained an image of the formerly
enslaved persons who worked at Fort Hill: one a groomsman, the other, a nanny. The
interpretation by the student group was that, based on the clustering of memory texts, it
appeared that the university was perpetuating a memory of the white owners of Ft. Hill as
a legacy that could be shared with members of the university community, as seen in
Figure 6. Based on that interpretation, they concluded that the university was using
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historical figures to re-present a partially true memory in public places, and one that
conflated memory, history, heritage, and nostalgia about pre-Civil War southern life.

Fig. 6 A clustering of similar memory texts can be seen. Some students found that there
was a density of objects (a cluster) in a relatively small area, so they used spatial analysis
tools in Arc/GIS to give visual description to what they saw when they reviewed the
collaboratively populated map of campus. Used with permission.
The maps created show the success of the dual heuristics’ ability to guide student
to reading rhetorical, spatially, and memorially. The combination of on the ground
encounter, and aerial view analysis facilitated readings of space, place, and objects to
make an argument about the way that memory is presented. It should be noted that the
resultant digital story maps were the product of several stages in the long process of
seeing and responding to memory texts on their campus. It took several weeks for
students to create their story maps, develop their ideas and discover what and how they
needed to say about what they encountered while reading the memory texts across the
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spaces of the place called their university. The process was lengthy, taking several weeks
to complete, but was made easier using digital tools and affordances.
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CONCLUSION
RETRENCHMENT AND RECONCILLIATION
Memory texts meet the needs of living and of future generations. The memorials
and monuments that comprise the six memory texts in the Old City of Würzburg are are
rhetorical, spatial, architectural and kairotically emplaced material modes of
remembrance. As explained in Chapter I, kairos has an always already quality, and this
quality of the memory text speaks to concerns of forgetting—something that memory in
its classic rhetorical application sought to assuage by means of mnemonic exercise. Using
buildings, and diagrams, to train the capacity of memory, a rhetor would be less likely to
forget what to say, the order in which to say it, or to include content that drew on
historical events as part of the rhetor’s persuasive aims. This didn’t make them remember
differently, but correctly using mnemonics to help them store and retrieve information
that was relevant, and salient to the rhetor. Yet, to consider memory as only a mnemonic
device meant to prevent forgetting would mean to value memory only as a capacity, and
not a matter of action for collective and cultural concerns. Further, to train memory so as
not to forget ignores the ways in which invocation and evocation of memory works in the
public realm of remembrance, made possible and apprehensible through rhetorical
architectural memory texts.
Even today, memory is desirable, and forgetting is less desirable. Bradford Vivian
posits forgetting as a productive action for public memory. In public locations like
Clemson University, where I apply the dual heuristic of reading, that may be so; there is
something to be gained about moving a community away from antiquated views of the
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past toward more open and inclusive views. But, at this present moment in America,
when remembrance is selective and fraught with tension (if not angst) about who and
what should be remembered publicly, the productive forgetting that Vivian recommends
seems an impossible task. Imagine achieving agreement on what should be remembered
and what should be forgotten about America’s past: the idea of asking a group to consider
the possibility of forgetting its role in perpetuating White Supremacy through its use of
monuments and memorials to Confederate generals is met with resistance. The most
often heard rebuttal is “it’s our heritage”, and from there a web of denials and
rationalizations for those denials is spun until it becomes clear that no amount of
deliberation would achieve acceptance of the very idea of forgetting, let alone agreement.
Vivian suggests that there is not necessarily a “ categorically negative and passive
phenomena” to forgetting, and that it is possible for “alternative rhetorical resources for
assessing the relative merits of forgetting as a form of public judgements regarding the
lessons and dilemmas of a communicable past.” (169). He does not include monument
and memorials as part of this “public forgetting”, instead, his focus is on deliberation and
attitudes toward forgetting and memory that can be examined and worked through, in “an
alternate public conception of forgetting . . . as an available resource for political and
moral judgement”. In the public realm, Vivian’s forgetting as organized, deliberative,
and potentially transformative works through “inventive judgement concerning
dispensable and indispensable positions of a community’s past.” (qtg. Arendt, 170).
Regardless of means to achieving forgetting, Vivian’s thesis is that there is a benefit to a
community by organized forgetting that frees the community of having to remember.
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That would be ideal, if one of the central tenants of collective and cultural memory were
not identity and perpetuation of remembrance. Some groups, committed to an ideology
and identity fostered by collective memory and its artifacts, symbols, and behavior, may
not be inclined to forget. I cannot imagine, in this current political climate, forgetting as a
productive end.
Retrenchment
Communities who form identities and affinities based on so-called heritage relies
on the short-cut of “tradition” to maintain a form of remembrance that is consistent with
the groups’ desired identity. Hobsbawm and Ranger’s The invention of Tradition explains
that tradition, is an invented social and cultural practice: “Where the old ways were alive,
traditions need be neither revived nor invented” (8). Longing for a lost past, traditions
were invented because fears about rapid change, the authors argue, may cause collectives
to want to recreate a past that no longer exists. To use Clemson University as an example
“the old ways” are not alive: the university is no longer all male, and all white, and its
students increasingly number students from all over the country and the world—nonwhite, non-Christian. Keeping the old ways alive may not matter not to that latter groups,
but their interpretation of the campus RAMTs and their emplacement suggest that they do
matter. On a campus with buildings named after notable racists, and a recurrent theme of
“whiteness”, it appears that perhaps traditions have shifted from overtly racists to subtly
racist, as read in the RAMTs on campus.
Readings of RAMTs, their attributes, and emplacement within a defined area
contributes rhetorically, architecturally, and memorially are recognizable in two of the
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examples cited in Chapter 4. The image that Clemson wants to present can be seen as one
of a university steeped in history masquerading as tradition. What that tradition is can be
misinterpreted as a kind of historical remembrance. After all, the Ft. Hill plantation house
with its multiple historical placards from the South Carolina and the National Register of
Historic Landmarks attests to that history. However, by undertaking a dual heuristic
reading, it became clearer that history was not what was at work, but tradition and
heritage were at work; many of my students were able to explain it as such after their
visit to and around the building. While I do not suggest that the dual heuristic explained
in this study is intended to more than provide a way to interpret RAMTs, I cannot help
but consider the impact of the reading on what memorials and monuments do, when read
according to the method I define. I acknowledge that Clemson University is bound by the
will of Thomas G. Clemson to keep Ft. Hill open and available to the public. I also
acknowledge the 2002 state law which requires legislative approval before changing
names to any state buildings or memorials. I do however, suggest that, by using the
method I have introduced, it is possible to understand the effects on members of the a
student public as they use the method to interpret what is remembered, how it is operating
rhetorically, architecturally, spatially, and memorially to perpetuate a memory that is at
odds with its student body’s composition. I suggest that along with memory, it is possible
to read retrenchment of a past that is not easily remedied.
Reconciliation
The memory/forgetting binary has the potential to remain such with every
monument and memorial that is emplaced. Cultures have memorial and commemorative
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practices that are not easily changed. As Ricoeur explains in his lengthy work called
Memory, History, and Forgetting, the tension between memory and forgetting will
always exist, since one cannot remember and forget at the same instance. The tension is
between remembering and forgetting is related to what is remembered, and by whom, of
course, and what is to be gained by remembering or forgetting. Knowing this, Ricoeur
identifies a productive tension that should give over to forgetting to some point. This
tension arises between

the need for remembrance and the value of holding “forgetting

in excess” could lead to erasure, or as Phillips will explain, a re-starting of ideas and
beliefs through the difficult work of public forgetting. Ricoeur suggests that forgiveness,
through forgetting is a possibility that breaks the memory/forgetting tension. Possibly.
What is also possible is that something other than forgiving can also result, and that is
reconciliation.
The extent to which the tension exists in the Old City is the tension between the
need to memorialize the dead, while not forgetting the city’s history in time. From my
observations, the old and new, lost and reconstructed, travesty and triumph are not as
clearly obvious because the memory of each has been sequestered in the Old City. There
is, through their emplacement-as-sequestered, a hesitance of overt public visibility; yet,
through their distributed emplacement, there is an attempt at visibility. The result is a
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literally built-in form of forgetting and remembrance that stands in and through the Old
City: the fully re-constructed landmark buildings, the fidelity to the city’s original layout
and boundaries, and the office buildings, civic arena, and newer buildings of the 619year-old Würzburg University. In between are the everyday lives that move about in an
environment of memory and forgetting.

Fig. 1 Julius Promenade in the Old City. This street, like many of the major
thoroughfares in the Old City, have a presence of old and new architecture. Image:
Christof Rose. Used with permission.
Still, it is a perpetual state of vacillation between what is worth remembering and
not worth remembering, between what should be forgotten, and what should not be
forgotten The worth of remembering the 16 March 1945 is instituted in the city’s
townhall, in the form of a permanent Memory Room that traces the city’s history from
founding to 2011. Posted just above deactivated bombs that destroyed the city, a letter by
then Mayor Rosenthal, provides the worth, as seen in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2 Mayor Rosenthal’s 2011 letter in the Memory Room at City Hall. Posted
underneath the German version, the letter was written for the occasion when the room
was designated as a permanent part of City Hall. D. Q Beltran. May 2017
As mentioned in Chapter 3, none of the RAMTs are listed on tourist maps.
Because place in this case is the artifact that is the Old City, it is reasonable to expect
them RAMTs not to be listed. Why call attention to the destruction and rebuilding? The
opposite is reasonable as well: why not list and mark them on the map as a way to
demonstrate the Old City’s return after such a devasting attack? Neither are right, nor
wrong because looking at the tourist map and the emplacement of RAMTs with an eye to
an either-or situation does not fully explain rhetorically, or spatially what the city’s
attempts a remembrance are; I suggest that there is something more.
Ricoeur’ s ideas about memory and forgetting see an interminable cycle of
remembering and forgetting as reciprocal actions and events. In that back and forth
action, it is only forgetting that can happen in excess, or “forgetting in reserve” as he calls
it. That reserve can make room for forgetting as a means to forgiveness. The excess care
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normally given to memory is given to forgetting so that forgiveness as a gesture of love
can emerge. In the “ruinous competition between strategies of memory and strategies of
forgetting is the possibility of a work of forgetting [similar to the work of memory] . . .
interwoven among all the fibers that connect us to time: memory of the past, expectation
of the future, attention to the present.” (504) In some ways, I see this as the case in the
Old City with the RAMTs.
Perhaps my initial observation that the city was reconstructed in such a way as to
forget its destruction is partially correct, as is my conclusion that the RAMTs through
their emplacement convey remembrance differently than what I would anticipate from a
city destroyed and rebuilt. However, I am not willing to take the next step toward
thinking that the forgetting and remembrance have led to forgiveness. Whom would
Würzburgians forgive: the bombers? Hitler and his regime? themselves? Instead, I see a
remembering, forgetting, and reconciliation. More specifically, I see an attempt to
reconcile the remembrance of destruction and death with the needs of the present and the
needs of the future. To reconcile in this case would be to reconcile the interruptive
moment of the destruction and rebuilding with the long history of a city of importance. In
a similar way, the emplacement of the RAMTs reconcile the interruptive moments of
sequestration and distribution in the Old City. So, while it may seem like sequestration
of the RAMTs is a kind of forgetting, and distribution is a kind a reminding, combined,
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they reconcile forgetting with remembrance—neither in excess, but in a unity of
remembrance that is reconciliatory.
It is possible to think of reconciliation as coming to terms with a past, and then
moving forward without forgetting and to think of reconciling the destruction with the
rebuilding and reconciling the need to remember with the city’s dead by the City’s living
and future generations. The annual commemoration of laying a wreath at the Mahnmal is
seen in Figure 3 below. The group assembled at the Mahnmal include current and former
mayors, clergy, and survivors. The group walks in what is called “The Path of
Reconciliation” (Weg der Versöhnung) to Killian’s Dome for an ecumenical service.
Names of the dead are displayed on City Hall. A poignant event happens at night when,
from 21:25 to 21:42, the church bells throughout Würzburg ring for 19 minutes in
observance of the city’s destruction.
The Old city is in a state of reconciliation with its destruction. One reason could
be the number of contemporary witnesses of the 16 March 1945 attacks. Their
experiences were chronicled in books like The City in Flames: A Child's Recollection of
World War II in Würzburg, Germany. Over the past 20 years, Professor Roland Flade
created a film series with Lower Franconia’s paper for record, MainPost, that shares
Survivors’ accounts of Würzburg before, during, and after the bombings. Another reason
would be to ensure that the memory of the attacks do not fade to the back of people’s
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minds. Because there is a conscious attempt by the living to perpetuate memory across
generations, to ensure its survival, as is the case when collective memory is fostered
across generations, forgetting is potentially minimized. The MainPost, working with Dr.
Flade and others, have created a timeline of the bombings, and mark the 16 March
anniversary with stories about the attack and its aftermath. Councilor Willi Durnagle, the
longest serving member of City Government, a major voice in the Memory Room’s
construction and permanent placement, continues to speak at annual events around the
anniversary. The 16 March 1945 destruction does not go unnoticed, un-commemorated,
or unremembered.
The current presence of the far-right party Alternative for Germany (AFD) at the
national level makes the remembrance of 16 March 1945 relevant. Attempts to keep
awareness of the destruction in the minds of future generations continue with symposia,
art and photo competitions, films, and other events that cater to younger Würzburgians.
The reasoning is best stated by current Lord Mayor Schuchart:
“The misanthropic agitation with a wide impact in social online networks, a
persistently high number of attacks on refugee accommodation, a growing feeling
of threat among Jewish citizens and the move of the populist party as the third
strongest force in the German Bundestag are warning signs that it is time to fight
back the much-invoked beginnings." (Wötzel, P. “Erinnerung”, MainPost, 2020.)
The reconciliation is most obvious in the Mahnmal Park, rhetorically,
architecturally, and spatially. At the center of the park, beneath a canopy of trees that are
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Chapter End Notes
CHAPTER I
tethered to lines that force the trees to bend like an arched church ceiling, is the
Mahnmal. Writing on one of the glass panels that surround the Mahnmal, the memorial’s
explanatory text fills only half of its available space. Opposite the edge of the glass is the
square column, erected after the memorial was emplaced in 1954. Its inscription only
reads “To the memory of those who to perished in the attacks of 16 March 1945”. At the
far end of the Mahnmal, there is a monument to those who served and died in the FrancoPrussian War. Erected in 1876, its location has not changed since its installation.
Directly across from it, at the other end of the Mahnmal, outside of the glass plates, are
two memorials to the dead of WWII. In this space, I read the distributed texts as being
sequestered in another space of the Mahnmal Park. Distributed within an area, set back
from the road, with poor visibility, I see an attempt, through RAMTs to reconcile their
past with the destruction of the city and its rebuilding and the need to remember the dead,
while going on living. The easy interpretation would be to read the space as saying “this
is what happens with war: death and remembrance”. The size of the Mahnmal, and its
emplacement, sunken in the ground in the center of the RAMTs would support that
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interpretation. However, I suggest we can see the park as something more akin to
reconciliation of defeat and loss with the opportunity to rebuild.
In Chapter II, I explained that the Old City was an artifact of remembrance, which
created a context of memory through which the monuments and memorials to 16 March
1945 should be examined. The city as memory, remembers its past through the
reconstruction of the city to be consistent with an image of its past, which is in essence, a
memory. The city represents memory of the 16 March 1945 bombing which destroyed
the city in a public, yet sequestered manner. The distribution of the RAMTs in the Old
City rhetorical and spatially suggest reconciliation, as if their emplacement subtly
remembers just enough not to be forgotten, while still remembering not too much
memory of the destruction, but not too little. The reconciliation is not, as is commonly
thought, between two or more sides or parties. It is rhetorical architectural and memorial
reconciliation, one in which the opposing positions of remembering or forgetting are
balanced. This balance is neither too much remembering, and too little forgetting, or too
little remembering and too much forgetting. The interrelated concepts of rhetoric,
architecture, memory, and emplacement afford a comprehensive understanding of the
RAMTs that directly reference the 16 March 1945 attacks.
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NOTES TO CHAPTERS
i

According to Würzburg’s Memory Room (Denkmalraum); additional volume of
ordinance for the March are itemized in Herman Knell’s To Destroy a City: Strategic
Bombing and Its Human Consequences in World War II, 2003.
i
The estimates range from 80% to 90% damage; see J. Diffendorf, Hansen, or Knell’s
work on the subject
ii
The concept of forgetting the effects of the NSDAP regime, and the horrors committed
in the name of every-day Germans has been a topic of history and sociology (among
other disciplines). I do not approach this concept. Further, attempts to assign a national
amnesia, willful forgetting-however articulated or excused-would shift the focus from the
public remembrance of Würzburg to one of national context, which I choose not to do in
this study. Questions of memory and remembrance in the aftermath of the defeat of the

NSDAP are political and cultural, and while important and influence, are out of the immediate
scope of this study.
iii

This definition combines rhetorical theories of rhetor, audience, text, and situation, as
described by Kenneth Burke in A Rhetoric of Motives, Wayne C. Booth’s A Rhetoric of
Rhetoric, Lloyd Bitzer’s “The Rhetorical Situation” and Covino and Richard Vatz’s
critique of Bitzer, which will be elaborated in Ch. 1.
iv
Additional exhibits and references to 16 March 1945 can be seen in the Church of The
Dom. Other references include inscriptions on buildings, and the newly installed Skilton
Memory Room (Gedenkraum Skilton) in the Bishop’s Palace (Die Residenz)
v
See Vessily’s work Architecture in the Age of Divided Representation, in which he
argues that …. Notable contributions detailing the relation between rhetoric and
architecture include H. Maguire, Art and Eloquence in Buzantium (Princeton N.J., 1981),
9-21;
vi

Matthews (3) continues his brief discussion of meaning and de-codability, using
semiotics: “A Saussurian approach to the semiotics of architecture casts the elements of
architecture and their composition in terms of langue and parole respectively.
Architectural elements comprise a lexicon and the conventions of construction and
decoration a grammar. In terms of form, structure, space, material and surface, therefore,
the arbitrary relations between signifiers and signified become conventional and define
architectural language. This raises the possibility of a communicative architecture.”
While I don’t use semiotic analysis to maintain that, as architectural objects, RMATs are
communicative, it is worth knowing that semiotics is one way of attributing
communcativity to architecture; I prefer to attribute the communicatively to the
combination of components—the very terms RAMT—guided by rhetorical and spatial
concepts, instead of their semiotic approach. Other architectural scholars, like Rappaport
(cite) base their ideas about architecture and communication in semiotic terms; they
aren’t wrong, they just using a system of analysis (semiotics) that I do not consider as
part of this study, choosing to focus on emplacement and rhetorical influence.
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vii

James A Young finds that memorials and monuments “do the work of remembering for
us”. That of course does not alleviate the responsibility to remember; if anything, I
suggest it helps remembrance by moving it from the internal process of remembering to
the external artifact that gestures toward the past and to a specific memory. Perhaps
Young’s concern, rooted in his investigations into memorials to the Holocaust in
Germany, is that if past atrocities are not actively remembered, they will be forgotten.
His book The Texture of Memory speaks to this concern; that memorials are constructed
for public viewing and reflection only do half the work they intend: “It is not enough to
ask whether or not our memorials remember the Holocaust, or how they remember it.
We should also ask to what ends we have remembered” (15).
viii

Chaim Perelman, with Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca in the The New Rhetoric notes that
epideictic as a species is more than a ceremonial speech to an audience; it has a
communal association that is meant to establish particular values that are of worth and
recognizable by an audience- in this case, the viewer of the object. (1969, p. 50-54)
ix

Rosenfield cites Cope’s claim that the showing forth and exhibiting is merely a display
of a rhetor’s skill in on an occasion of praise in the chapter “The practical Celebration of
Epideictic” in Rhetoric in Transition: Studies in the Nature and Use of Rhetoric. E.E.
White, Ed. 131-2

x

The additions of the glass panels were completed in 2017. The tradition of hanging the
names of all those who perished as a result of the fire-bombing, continues; the names are
listed on a banner hung City Hall every 16 March 1945 as part of the City’s
commemoration of the dead.
xi

For entrance into the conversation about embodied rhetorics, see the Jack Selzer’s
“Habeus Corpus: An Introduction” in Rhetorical Bodies: Selzer, Jack Selzer and Sharon
Crowley. University of Wisconsin Press, 1999.
xii

For example, Martin Luther King’s Letter from a Birmingham Jail is included in most
instructor rhetorical readers or composition textbooks, for its powerful mastery of
applying the rhetorical appeal of ethos, intended for fellow-clergy, but became public
through publication—literally, making public.

xiii

Kendal Phillips Framing Public Memory, and to a large extent, Brad Vivian’s Public
Forgetting. Notable authors include Victoria Gallagher, Carol Blair, Jenny Edbauer.
xiv

Specifically, Michael Warner’s Publics and Counterpublics. Zone Books, 2002.

xvi

Prelli, in the Introduction to Rhetorics of Display, (2007) argues that monuments and
memorials are ultimately, rhetorical objects of display, putting them on equal, if not
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complementary footing with other visual media. These media display cabinets, museums,
maps, and memorial parks. The concept of display is multi-faceted, calling into account
some of the same qualities and attributes as RAMTs: Epideictic, objects of memory. Still,
Prelli’s position is that display as a form of depiction visual depictions of verbal
rhetorics, and as rhetorical demonstration. While I agree with his position, there is still
much that remains to be explained, especially concerning spatial emplacement and other
attributes, beyond their visual capacity as epistemic and epidictic.
xvii

Miller, Carolyn R. "Kairos in the Rhetoric of Science." in A Rhetoric of Doing:
Essays on Written Discourse in Honor of James L. Kinneavy. Stephen P. Witte, Neil
Nakadate and Roger D. Cherry, eds. Southern Illinois UP, 1992. While Miller is speaking
specifically about the openings created and subsequently responded to in scientific
research, I use her idea of creating kairos as a way to account for the sporadic frequency
of emplaced RAMTs in the Old City.
xviii

To assume otherwise would be to believe that a universal audience exists, which
commons sense should maintain as an unachievable ideal for reasons of a person’s
individual values and cultures—all of which are too many to expect universality of frame
of mind and beliefs.

xix

A place of memory, or places of memory are terms used to describe and name that
which is both constructed and contested (Rose-Redwood (2008) Soc. & Cult. Geog. 9, 4),
especially as both relate to social and cultural identity and the homogenization of place
against multiple experiences (Massey, D; Soja, E), and thus multiple memories. A place
of memory as an individual experience within her environment (de Certeau) sees place as
fixed, whereas spaces of memory are those through which the individual moves and
experiences space as a practice. From these I draw the connection that space is potential
and opportunity, this kairotic, where as place is, as Tuan says, the pause.
xx

Notably, Roland Barthes’ The Rhetoric of the Image”, in Image Music, Text, 1964) and
Gunther Cress and Theo Van Leeuwen’s work on visual grammar (2006 Reading Images:
The Grammar of Visual Grammar)
xxi

Memory theatre, according to Yate’s comprehensive investigation of memory, The Art
of Memory (1966, is attributed to Giulio Camillo’s mnemonic device of a physical theatre
that serves as a locus for memory (135). Extending Cicero’s mnemonic system of
buildings and their rooms as places to store and retrieve memory for orations, Camillo
creates his memory theatre to include spatialization and movement through and around
the theatre--which itself contains collective and cultural information.
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xxii

There is, of course, as Barry Schwarz rightly says, a difference between meaning and
meaningful and meaningfulness to whom, when he comments that “[c]onnecting past
events to one another and to the events of the present, collective memory is part of
culture’s meaning- making apparatus. How collective memory establishes an image of
the world so compelling as to render meaningful its deepest perplexities remains to be
investigated.” (Blair, et al., 14-15). What Schwarz points to is the ways in which
meaningfulness is ascribed to collectives and communities. His is a call to investigate the
what of memory and meaning, perhaps with an eye to the how of it takes of meaning by
groups. I do not investigate that, since it has been more than adequately covered in the
examples in the 2010 Dickenson, Blair, & Ott’s influential book, Places of Public
Memory: The Rhetoric of Museums and Memorials, the Introduction of which outlines
the rhetorical nature of public memory and its role in collective identity for a community.
While I do use that book’s definition to what “public” denotes and connotes, below, my
primary focus is how the RAMTs mean against and in the context of the Old City, itself a
place of public memory. Rather than focusing on how bodies move in space, how
persons speak about that movement, or even to each other in space, while certainly an
embodied rhetorical act, or the memory evoked by the memory texts, I focus on the
memory texts’ presence as both a marker of collective and cultural remembrance, written
in the city.
xxiii

For a more complete explanation of contributions to the potential sources of the socalled “memory boom” see Houdek, Matthew, and Kendall R. Phillips. “Public
Memory.” Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Communication. Also, see Olick, VinitzkySeroussi, & Levy, in their comprehensive Introduction to The Collective Memory Reader.
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2011. 6-32.
The idea of memory boom, according to my readings, is varied. Simine, for examples
writes that “while western societies seem increasingly obsessed with relating to the past
through the framework of memory, there is no shortage of criticism of what is seen by
some as an excessive preoccupation. For others the current concern with memory is best
understood in relation to its increasing fragility.” Simine S.A. (2013) Memory Boom,
Memory Wars and Memory Crises. In: Mediating Memory in the Museum. Palgrave
Macmillan Memory Studies. Palgrave Macmillan, London. This memory view concerns
itself with who remembers, how, and why, as well as who writes history and their
positionality in that writing. If I were to trace the timing of the erection and dedication of
the RAMTs in the Old City, I would find that very few were a result of the academic
memory boom, and more in line with the availability of time, materials, and motivation.
xxiv

As part of the so-called memory boomxxiv monuments and memorials were critically
assessed and critiqued as memorial participants in what Kerwin Lee, quoting K.L. Klein,
a “metahistorical category, something like a Foucauldian field of discourse, referring to
both individual and collective practices of remembering.” (Vossu, Koresaar, and Kuutma,
243).
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xxv

Nora points to “artificial memory” as evidenced in France’s naming of monuments,
streets, and buildings after members and ideals of the French Revolution. Nora’s claim
that history was artificially built to physically inscribe history onto memory, and thus
national identity, had a profound impact on how scholars would interrogate and critique
sites and realms of memory in the physical locations. I do not investigate matters of
national memory when considering the Old City as a contributor to collective memory.
Further, unlike Paris—the focus of Nora’s critique—the Old City was destroyed and then
rebuilt. Further still, Nora was taking aim at the political climate of the time that was
eluding its responsibility for complicity with nazi forces, so there is no direct parallel for
me here.
xxvi

In German, “Ein Denkmal, das etwas im Gedächtnis halten soll, von dem zu hoffen
ist, dass es sich nicht wieder ereigne“. The commonly used term for memorial or
monument, is Denkmal. Translation: Monument that is supposed to hold something in
the hope that it will not happen again. “mahnmal”. Duden Online.
https://www.duden.de/node/92745/revision/92781. A more widely recognized Mahnmal
is the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, or the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial
Church that is a standing ruin of the church; both are in Berlin.
xxvii

This statement, I recognize, is facile. Whether Würzburg deserved the intensity of
attacks it received is something I avoid judging. There is disagreement about the
usefulness of bombing the city at the closing days of the war in Germany. Dresden was
fire-bombed by US and British one month before. According to Herman Knell, Britain’s
Air Force Command did not list Würzburg among the 18 cities of strategic bombing
importance and was only added at the last minute because the weather was ideal. See
Knell, H. (2003). To Destroy a City: Strategic Bombing and its Human Consequences in
World War II. Cambridge: Da Capo Press. 2006

xxviii

For an analysis of building styles that were rebuilt or restored between 1945 and
1982, see Jörg Paczkowski’s Der Wiederaufbauer Stadt Würzburg nach 1945. (The
Rebuilding of the City of Würzburg After 1945) Geschicte E.V., Würzburg Historciecher
Verien, E.V., Schweinfurt, Deutschalnd. 1982.
xxix

Further, I am anecdotally aware of moves by certain right-wing nationalist groups in
Germany who seek to revive the narrative of victims not only of Nazism, National
Socialist German Workers' Party (NSDAP, in German), but of allied attacks, to
intentionally bury or silence the past affiliation with NSDAP, while using ironically using
its rationales. I do not wish to give those ideologies any currency in my work. For one
interpretation of the idea of “victimhood” after the NSDAP regime, and during the
rebuilding of West Germany. See Olick, Jeffrey K. In the House of the Hangman: The
Agonies of German Defeat, 1943-1949. The University of Chicago Press, 2013.
xxx
Jan Assmann’s 1995 “Collective Memory and Cultural Identity” traces the roots of
collective memory as a concept, and a contributor to cultural identity. Building on
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Halbwachs’ intergenerational oral transmission of memory, Assmann puts a time span of
80 – 100 years (Erll and Nunning, 117) to what Halbwachs would simply call collective
memory of a group (Assmann 124-125)
xxxi

This term should not be conflicted with Middleton & Brown’s use of Halbwachs’
term ‘implacement', or of Paul Connerton’s undefined use of the term in How Modernity
Forgets; see Chapter 1 for the definition I use for this study; also, see Ch 1 for my
working definition of emplacement.
xxxii

The places where the RAMTs sit are places in terms of any account of place “as
named,” or as location, like Yi Fu Tuan (1977), Edward S. Casey (1997), and Paul
Connerton (2009), have elaborated in their works on place. Their realm is public,
typically permanent, and is narrowly defined to mean “physical sites where
commemorative acts take place” (Vivian, 10). The phrase “sites of memory” uses the
Nora’s phrase “les lieux de memoire”, “as a double-entendre in the word 'site', suggesting
not only place, but also sight and vision.” Winter, 271 fn.3).
xxxiii

Winter here points out that the “artificial substitutes for the living memory-culture of
that past” have proliferated because memory is no longer part of our lives, and so needs
to be recreated. Nora’s work here addresses the specificity of how memory is formed
through a proliferation of mnemonic replacements, like street names, monuments, and
memorials in France, that harken to the glory of the French Revolution. This
inauthenticity, as Winter explains disregards memory practices continue world-wide in
written traditions of remembrance that inform those practices. p 315.

xxxiv

Winter (315) “It makes no sense to juxtapose history and memory as adversarial and
separate concepts . . . [that] overlap in too many ways to be pure categories
xxxv

In Captain Skilton’s 1945 “Letter to US Command Forces” he requests supplies to fix
the ceiling and stop further destruction by the elements. The ceiling of the double
staircase was an architectural and artistic wonder, and Skelton recognized that value of
preserving and rescuing what he could. A memory room, (Gedenkraum) contains a
permanent exhibition in the Bishop’s Palace, and Skelton figures prominently in the
exhibition. See: https://www.residenz-wuerzburg.de/deutsch/residenz/gedenk.htm
xxxvi

As a comparative of an overly-touristic town, consider the nearby town of
Rothenburg ob der Tauber: it is only 40 miles away, and has been carefully restored (not
rebuilt) to its late medieval and early baroque style of architecture, making the town itself
a kind of display of memory in the form of a town-wide museum. Würzburg’s Old City is
a historical location that presents a preserved memory of its pre-WWII aesthetic –
largely. There are of course newer buildings, spanning architectural styles of later
modernism to post-modernist aesthetics.
xxxvii
Creswell, like geographers, and to an extent, architects are concerned with human
movement and experience in, around, and through place and time. For scholars like
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Creswell, and other geographers (Massey, Doreen. For Space; or Soja, Edward. Third
Space), both place and space are very much definitely inhabited, resisted or abandoned,
based on human presence and intervention and institutional powers that can be mapped. I
explain later that mapping provides more than locational information, but descriptive
features which can be read rhetorically.
The Grafenekart is a square tower and is the oldest part of the Wurzburg City Hall,
dating to around 1180, and named for the bishop’s Mayor, Eckart. Amazingly, the tower
was not destroyed during the 16 March 1945 bombings..
xxxix
Kennedy, George A. "Classical rhetoric" Encyclopedia of Rhetoric. Ed. Thomas O.
Sloane. 2006 Oxford University Press. Encyclopedia of Rhetoric: (e-reference edition).
Oxford University Press. 19 February 2020 http://www.oxfordrhetoric.com/entry?entry=t223.e42
xxxviii
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